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Abstrat

The problems of properties of time and its di�erene with spae in

Quantum Theory and Relativity are investigated.

1 Introdution.

The problem of time is one of the basi problems of modern physis. Despite

the fat that time plays important role in any physial investigations there

are some basi properties of it whih are intuitively lear but don't have

adequate expression in the physial theory. First of all this is the property

of \beoming "! This property is totally absent in mathematial formulation

as of lassial physis as of the relativity theory. In relativity theory with its

understanding of time as the fourth dimension of spae-time one naturally

omes to the idea of the \blok Universe" when all events as well as worldlines

are fourdimensionally \given" so that \beoming " is a totally subjetive

illusion of the human observer(see A .Grunbaum in

[1℄

as the exponent of

this idea).

Di�erently from relativity physis in quantum physis one �nds the wave

paket ollapse proedure, showing that some version of \beoming" really

�
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an be found in Nature. Bell's theorem and breaking of Bell's inequalities in

quantum physis strongly oppose any possibility of "preexisting "quantum

properties as \beables" in fourdimensional spaetime (see A . A. Grib,W. A.

Rodrigues, Jr.

[2℄

). This an be onsidered as a serious blow to the \blok

Universe" point of view.

Nevertheless in some versions of quantum gravity when the Wheeler-

DeWitt equation for the wave funtion of the Universe is written we again

see \absene of time" problem, and some version of \blok Universe" view

is reonstruted when time is obtained in quasilassial approximation. This

ours however beause the measurement problem in quantum gravity is not

even posited learly.

In the works of the author

[3;4;5℄

there was developed the quantum logial

interpretation of quantum physis where time is introdued as the means for

Boolean minded observer to oneive Non Boolean world of quantum physis.

Here one �nds some plae for \beoming ". Time here looks like apriori form

of human reason to oneive timeless quantum world. Some speial proper-

ties of the early Friedmann Universe, for example ausal disonnetedness,

leading in quantum theory to absene of interferenes for di�erent parts of it,

make spae in early Universe looking like time with it's superseletion rule.

So one an use the same idea of \booleasation " of the non Boolean world for

origination of spae as well. This an somehow explain the spaetime unity

despite of the ultimate di�erene between spae and time. The other impor-

tant plae where time is seriously \needed " is quantum topology, beause at

it was shown by the present author in his works with Zapatrin

[6;7℄

even the

very existene of quantised topologial degrees of freedom an be formulated

adequately if one has as minimum two moments of time. So here one an

speak about the objet whih an \exist "only if di�erent moments of time

are oneived. This is totally di�erent from the standard situation in physis

when usually the system \exists "at one �xed moment of time. This example

moves us to another intuitively well known property of time| \duration".

Usually in relativity theory \duration " is misleadingly identi�ed with the

\length ", beause it is measured by di�erent kinds of \wathes" for whih

some spae length is used to measure \duration". But what are properties

of \duration"making it di�erent from length? In the so alled \histories

approah" to quantum physis there is an idea to develop probability theory

not for \pointlike events" but for histories as random events. Despite of

its advantages for understanding quantum physis are doubtful

[2℄

the very

possibility of suh a generalisation of probability theory is interesting for our
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understanding of a history as some \duration", not reduible to the sequene

of events.

The third property of time making it di�erent from spae is its \diretion"

or irreversibility. It \ows" (the meaning of the \ow " being unlear beause

of absene of the lear physial desription of \beoming") from the past to

future. Intuitively we onsider the possibility of \existene" of potentially

many futures with one past.

But in histories approah or in the so alled Everett-Wheeler interpreta-

tion of quantum physis as well as in modern speulations on the possibility

of \time mahines" one an speak also about \many pasts" existene.

The problem of time's diretion or the \time arrow " was widely dis-

ussed in statistial physis, onneted with the entropy behavior as well as

in eletrodynamis (the di�erene of advaned and retarded potentials) and

osmology-expansion of the Universe. Time mahine problem puts the ques-

tion of the di�erene of time from spae on the new level. All these topis

will be disussed in our researh. We shall begin by a short philosophial

review, beause it seems that many of possible properties of time (if not all)

on the verbal level were disussed by this or that philosopher.

2 Some Philosophial Speulations.

In anient Greee as well as in anient India time was usually oneived as

ylial. As summer periodially is hanged on autumn,winter and spring

so di�erent events (but not all!) periodially our. This idea ame from

identifying time itself with \measurable time ". The best way to measure

time was to use as wathes movement of planets. Therefore an idea was

developed that everything moves in time beause these primordeal wathes-

planets periodially move...This idea beame a basis for astrology|all events

hange beause of the movement of planets. If planets stop all movement in

the Universe will stop and \time itself " will stop!

This identi�ation of time with \measurable time" is popular in modern

physis, �rst of all in relativity theory.

Today in speulations on quantum osmolgy a popular idea is that time is

a parameter needed to desribe the onnetion between matter and the sale

fator|the volume of the Universe. The volume of the Universe, playing the

role of an ideal wath, an be identi�ed with time.

Anient Greeks as well as some Indian thinkers disussed also the possi-
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bility of the losed time. Di�erently from ylial time here all events will

again be realised after some time. This idea was ritiised by Aristotelis in his

\Politis ". Today we again disuss this idea in general relativity, speaking

about losed time loops and the time mahine problem.

Indian philosophers paid also muh attention to the subjetive time and

laimed that time \exists " even if not measured by wathes. For this they

onsidered some duration pereived in the dream \without dream".

They disussed the idea of \duration " without events as it is experiened

in some dreams...

Also in India, mainly in Buddhist shools, the idea of \time as subjetive

illusion" or illusive ow of karma was developed. Di�erently from Greeks

(like later I. Kant in his philosophy) it was said that time is only some form

of ognition of our reason and \objetively " does not exist.

In Judeo-Christian tradition some mixture of objetive and subjetive

notion of time was developed. Di�erently from Greee and India the idea

of linear time, owing from some Beginning of the world to its End was

developed. The idea of reation of the Universe from nothing together with

reation of time itself was developed by St. Augustine in the 5-th entury

[8℄

.

At the same time the idea of Original Sin sometimes is understood as "fallen

age "so that the end of this "time "will be the beginning of the \new", not

\fallen " age. The other world in Biblial tradition is oneived not as the

other \spae" but as \other time". This \falling" of time due to some modern

Christian theologians (for example, Father Sergius Bulgakov

[9℄

) ours due to

the Sin in our onsiousness. This ours beause of the subjetive origination

of time as a priori form of our reason.

Some Buddhists (shunyavadin set and some others) laimed that past

and future events don't exist at all, only present exists, so that we live in the

\ashing "Universe ". Every moment the Universe disappears into nothing

and reappears looking similar to what disappeared. Past is nothing, future

is nothing, we are surrounded by nothingness, our memories and hopes being

illusions. Di�erently from this view St. Augustine oneived the idea of \ex-

istene on the same level of past, present and future", so that one an speak

about three \presents"|present of past things, present of present things and

present of future things. This idea today is the basis of the blok universe of

relativity theory.

The �rst man trying to formulate the idea of time in physial terms surely

was Isaak Newton. His de�nition of time is very interesting beause he was

areful not to mix time with only \measurable time". He said: \Absolute,
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true and mathematial time or duration ows evenly and equally from its

own nature and independant of anything external; relative, apparent and

ommon time is some measure of duration by means of motion (as by the

motion of a lok) whih is ommonly used instead of true time."

So Newton disriminated between absolute time and \ommon time" or

measurable time. The important properties of time are \ow" and \dura-

tion". Nevertheless what we measure by wathes is \ommon" time.

Let us disuss shortly some properties of ommon time. If one desribes

movement of some body in time one really ompares two movements|of the

body itself and another body alled wathes. There are di�erent positions of

the body in spae; let it be some oordinate X, taking di�erent values x

1;

x

2

;

x

3

. There are di�erent positions of the pointer Y , taking di�erent values y

1

,

y

2

, y

3

. Experimentally we �nd some funtionX(Y ) and this is the desription

of the trajetory. But it is known from mathematis that any line an be

written in the parametri form, i.e., X = X(t); Y = Y (t) giving desription

of the same trajetory. So time here is just some parameter, whih is not

measured as itself. Nevertheless the great mystery is that taking di�erent

wathes Z;W , et. and desribing movement of the same body omparing

it with movements of these di�erent wathes one omes to the \unique"

parameter t. This uniqueness is manifested in the same region of its de�nition

, i.e., the real line, the same diretion of hange of values of t|from past

to future! All this shows that parametri time as \ommon time" reets

some properties of the real or absolute time or shortly it proves \existene

of time". Here one must make some remarks. What Newton meant, saying

that time \ows evenly and equally from its own nature"?

A very important notion for Newton was the notion of the inertial frame,

i.e., suh omplex of bodies forming lengths and wathes suh that the First

law of inertia is valid. Movement of any body in this frame is inertial if there

are no fores. This means that the aeleration

d

2

X

dt

2

= 0:. Following Newton's

idea about \even and equal ow" of time itself one an disriminate between

\orret" wathes and \inorret" ones. Inorret wathes are suh that the

law of inertia is not valid, i.e., one has aeleration inspite of lak of fores.

To give the idea let us have for some frame the inertia law, i.e.,

d

2

X

dt

2

= 0:
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Then take other wathes measuring new T = f(t), suh that

d

2

T

dt

2

6= 0

Then,

d

2

X

dT

2

=

d

dT

(

dX

dT

) =

dX

dt

d

2

t

dT

2

+

d

2

X

dt

2

(

dt

dT

)

2

so that,

d

2

X

dT

2

=

dX

dt

d

2

t

dT

2

;

i.e., new �tive fores our beause of use of \nonorret" wathes. But

why are they inorret? It seems that they don't simulate the property of

\even and equal" ow. This property beomes very important in speial

and general relativity where time is very strongly identi�ed with \measur-

able time ". Then if one ompares two world lines|one straight, desribing

inertial observer, the other urved, desribing movement with onstant a-

eleration, using so alled Rindler oordinates one an ask about \time ow"

for these two. Proper time for the noninertial observer will orrespond just to

some T (t) in our example. But aording to Einstein's relativity \absolute"

Newtonian time does not exist. Then for noninertial movement \nonorret"

wathes beome orret, desribing orretly proesses in proper time. When

ompared with inertial movement \�titious" fores will lead to observable

di�erene|so alled Unruh e�et|virtual partile reation whih neverthe-

less an beome real Rindler partiles for the aelerated ounter of partiles.

This shows \manyfaed" time of relativity, whih di�erently from Newtonian

an \ow" di�erently, not only \evenly and equally".

To end the part let us say some words about Leibnitz position who op-

posed the idea of existene of absolute time and laimed that time doesn't

exist without objets and is the desription of hanges in objets.If it is so

then there is no di�erene between "ommon "or "measurable "time and

time itself.This was the �rst relativisti view on time.Time desribes "rela-

tion "between objets and doesn 't exist without them.Must there be unique

time ,desribing relations between di�erent objets? In modern relativity we

see,that it is not the ase.

Di�erent \time aws" for inertial and noninertial movements of objets

are real on the same footing...

Newton's idea of time being put into the equations of mathematial

physis led to progress in formulating deterministi mehanis and the so
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alled Laplae determinism priniple.Due to this priniple,knowing Cauhy

data at some moment of time and equations of motion one an predit prop-

erties of the system at any moment of time.From this point of view there is

no "beoming ",all is given initially,or all information is given at the �xed

moment of time.In a sense this looks as total neglet of real time whih intu-

itively has to do with beoming and appearane of something "new "and after

all new information whih in priniple an't be obtained without \existene"

of di�erent moments of time or \duration"!

The strong opponent of the relativisti| \spatial "and deterministi view

on time was the Frenh philosopher H.Bergson, who laimed that time is �rst

of all duration and reation and that it is primary to matter, i.e.objetivisti,

so that one must obtain material \objets" from time...Some neorealist in-

tuitivisti philosophers, like Moore, S. Alexander and N. Lossky tried to

onnet time with \world onsiousness" trying to explain ognition by par-

tiipation of all onsious observers in the universal onsiousness whih is

some property of time in whih all objets exist and this is the reason why

we an ognise them at all...

Di�erently from intuitivists adherents of I. Kant's ritial realism laim

time to be \a priori form" of the human reason and not existing without

human beings at all!

3 Time in Classial Mehanis and Statistial

Physis. The Problem of Irreversibility of

Time.

The priniples of Newtonian mehanis were realized in the equations of me-

hanis, and these are all totally reversible in time. In statistial mehanis

putting the idea of probability for desription of ensembles of partiles gov-

erned by laws of reversible in time mehanis Boltzmann obtained irreversible

in time Boltzmann equation and was one of the �rst to laim that the di-

retion of time from past to future is governed by the Seond Priniple of

thermodynamis.From this point of view the "past "is some ordered state,the

future is more disordered state with larger value of the entropy.This point

was ritiised by the inventor of the idea of \arrow of time", A. Edding-

ton. He said that our primitive idea \before "- \after " is not idential to

\order"- \disorder" idea

[10℄

. Often we have more order \after "... Loshmidt,
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Poinar�e and others disussed the problem laiming that if the system is a

losed one, then the most probable is the equilibrium disordered state with

large entropy.The ordered state an our only due to some utuation .But

then, the system ours like at the bottom of the anyon-both diretions: to

future and past lead to higher entropy! If diretion of time is diretion to

higher entropy, then why we do not see in the world as many systems with

one diretion of time as with the other?

Even if one diretion of time is hosen for some system due to the Poinar�e

reurrene theorem the system after some reovery time will neessarily

ome to the same ordered state. Nevertheless this reovery time ours very

large for ensembles with large number of partiles .Sometimes this is on-

eived as some answer, but as we explained before this does not answer the

question of the preferene of one diretion in time to the other...

The proof of validity of irreversible in time Boltzmann's kineti equation is

based on the hypothesis of the \moleular haos ", whih puts time diretion

by hand to reversible in time equations of lassial mehanis .One an put

this hypothesis in bakward in time diretion and then we shall obtain other

diretion in time as the preferable one...All onsiderations using probability

theory for ensembles, eah partile of whih is desribed by reversible in time

equations,also put by hand the distintion between \unknown" future and

\known" past , so supposing the time arrow.

There is also the so alled \branhing" idea, laiming that ordered initial

state is obtained due to \intervention" of some external objet to the system

or branhing of the system from the larger one. The system being \pre-

pared" in the ordered state then evolves into more disordered one following

the Seond Law of thermodynamis. For example the stone was thrown to

the pond-nonequilibrium state of water was formed, \after" water omes to

equilibrium. A good question to this explanation of irreversibility in time

is asked by Sklar

[10℄

. Why for all observable branhing systems we see \the

same "diretion in time, but not one for one system, the opposite for the

other? The same \diretion " is espeially strange if the systems are on the

spaelike distane one from the other...And we know from osmology that in

Friedmann Universe there were many ausally disonneted parts:why time

must have the same diretion in them?

So we agree with Sklar and other researhers of the problem of time irre-

versibility that the problem is not solved neither in lassial nor in statistial

mehanis!

Let us disuss shortly properties of time in lassial physis. Despite
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of Newton's disrimination between absolute and measurable time we have

time as parameter in equations of lassial physis. Suh properties as \be-

oming", the di�erene between \before" and \after " are not desribed in

this siene at all. Time is understood as not onneted with spae, so that

the time axis together with three spae diretions, being dimensions of the

spae, does not form any four dimensional spae-time. It is possible even to

onsider here the \ash Universe " idea of buddhists-every moment the Uni-

verse disappears to nothing, but all information is ontained at �xed \present

moment" in Cauhy data and equations. There is no need for future for a

\wise" mind who has all information about the Universe at present beause

nothing \new " an beome in suh a Universe.

The moving \now "in suh a Universe does not lead to new information,

beause logially everything is ontained at the �xed moment. Why not

one but many di�erent moments of time exist in the Universe? There is no

answer to this question.

The other alternative, i.e., that of the \blok Newtonian universe" is

also possible. Present, past and future events exist equally and there is no

substantial di�erene between them.

Maxwell equations as well as wave equation for the vetor potential are

also reversible in time. It is well known that Maxwell equations have two

types of solutions|so alled advaned and retarded potentials. Retarded

potentials desribe radiation oming from the soure in the past while ad-

vaned potentials desribe radiation oming from the future. Usually so

alled ausality ondition is put by hand, saying that only retarded poten-

tials have physial sense. This leads to time irreversibility due to initial but

not �nal onditions.

Unsatis�ed by this \by hand " ondition Wheeler an Feynman tried to

formulate symmetri eletrodynamis where both types of potentials are

present

[11℄

. They were luky to show that if one onsiders a harge in the

spherially symmetri avity with absorbing surfae then looking for radia-

tion of this harge it ours the phenomenon of destrutive interferene for

advaned potentials produed by the surfae and the harge itself. So in the

result one an observe only retarded potentials whih is really the ase. So

here we see the possibility to \explain" time asymmetry by spae symmetry

leading to mutual annihilation of some possible solutions in time symmet-

ri eletrodynamis. Nevertheless it is easy to see that any breaking of the

spherial symmetry of the absorbing surfae will lead to appearane of ad-

vaned potentials, their role being the larger,the larger is the breaking of
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symmetry (exat alulations for ellipsoidal surfae were made by the pupil

of the author V.Gutin (LFEI 1988, in Russian). However experimentally we

do not see any e�et of this type of ations from the future due to advaned

waves (see

[12℄

).

Following Wheeler and Feynman some authors tried to look for radiation

of the harge in the spherially symmetri expanding Universe, laiming that

\partile horizons " in suh a Universe an play the role of Wheeler Feynman's

absorbing sphere. But the results are not muh onvining,the problem still

is not quite solved.

4 Time in Speial and General Relativity.

It seems as if in speial and general Relativity theory one fully realized Leib-

nitz idea of relational time-absolute time does not exist, time is some relation

between objets:one alled the referene frame, the other|observed objet.

Then it is easy to understand that if one of the objets is desribed by the

other measurable parameter-if one hanged the veloity of the referene frame

in speial relativity or the aeleration of this frame in general relativity-time

will behave di�erently! So Lorentz hange of the time interval an be un-

derstood if time is relation! Nevertheless there is a priniple of \existene "

of absolute fourdimensional spae-time whih an exist without any objets,

so here we still have Newtonian \empty " spaetime. Being just one of the

dimensions of this universal spaetime time totally laks its major property

of \beoming" or \ow ". Its properties are not di�erent from spae dimen-

sions. The only formal di�erene is the \wrong " sign in the signature of the

metrial tensor, making the spae pseudoeulidean. One of the mathematial

possibilities is desribing time dimension by imaginary numbers. This possi-

bility shows a very serious problem with time, beause physially we annot

measure anything in imaginary numbers|suh apparata do not exist! This

again is the manifestation of some mystery about time|it an be measured

by spatial wathes, whih really measure not time but the spae interval.

However to have \wathes "one must have one to one orrespondene

between \time" axis and spae intervals for wathes. If there was only one

referene frame and objets were at rest in this frame one ould not \see"

any time|it ould not be measured, being expressed only in imaginary num-

bers.Very important is the notion of \proper time ". In order to measure by

wathes suh a time for some proess in the system where the objet is at
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rest the \pointer " of wathes must still move, in other ase it will show

nothing! For aelerated observer the \relation" whih is time is measured

by \spoiled" or \nonorret" wathes in the Newtonian sense.

Unfortunately it is impossible to express in the Relativity theory suh

properties of time as \beoming and duration" as well as \hange". Never-

theless if one has together with Newton the idea of existene of some \abso-

lute "time, di�erent from \measurable " time one an get from the Relativity

theory some new insights on properties of time.

1. Suh measurable property of time as \simultaneity " is dependent on

the referene frame. It is \hanged" (the idea of \hange" surely being on-

neted with nonmeasurable absolute time)with the \hange "of the referene

frame. Formally \hange "of the referene frame is desribed by the Lorentz

rotation in spae-time.

2. Time is \multifaed"|it manifests itself in many \measurable" times

existene|there are as many di�erent times as there are di�erent referene

frames. Nevertheless inertial referene frames have some preferene to nonin-

ertial ones:noninertial referene frames are \inomplete" in Minkowski spae-

time, one annot desribe onsistently in them all events in spaetime .It is

well known that in noninertial referene frames lines of simultaneity an in-

terset in Minkowski spaetime and one annot unambiguously give some

value for time in suh ases. Noninertial referene frames however as it is be-

lieved an desribe some parts of the whole spaetime and in any ase proper

time for the noninertially moving system desribes orretly properties of the

\absolute " time. This is proved by the experiments with the \twin " para-

dox, when it was shown that the radioative nulei being aelerated have

di�erent life-time than those unaelerated.

3.One an say that \ow "of time is di�erent, beause of di�erent \mea-

sured " time for di�erent inertial frames, whih is demonstrated by di�erent

life-time of elementary partiles moving with di�erent veloities.

This \ow " of time is di�erent in regions with di�erent gravitational

�elds, manifested in the redshift on the Sun e�et. One an revert the

argument

[13℄

and say that gravitational �eld itself is just the manifestation of

di�erent properties of time and its \ow " in di�erent points of \measurable"

spae and time. Well known Shwartzshild solution, as well as osmologial

expansion, an be desribed in this language. In the latter ase one must use

so alled onformal oordinates. If time \ows" di�erently in di�erent points

of spae one desribes all e�ets given by the �rst solution, if it \ows" di�er-

ently at di�erent moments of time, the di�erene being manifested through
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the time dependene of the sale fator, one desribes osmologial expan-

sion.

4. Lines of time an have \uts", alled singularities. These singularities

our inside blak holes and in osmology|at the beginning and probably

at the end of the Universe. Also they an our in \osmi strings ".

These are properties of \measurable" time. General relativity also makes

probable \end " of \measurable" time at any moment of time, the Big Crunh

singularity being only the maximal solution

[14℄

.

However all these words about \ow " of time are metaphori ones in

Relativity theory. To express the \ow ", for example, in osmology, one

must use two di�erent times| the onformal one and the synhronous other.

Write the interval for the Friedmann Universe as

ds

2

= a

2

(�)(d�

2

� dl

2

) = 

2

dt

2

� a

2

(t)dl

2

:

To di�erent values of � orrespond di�erent values of t and vie versa,

the \ow " being desribed by the Hubble's onstant

H =

da(�)

d�

=a

2

(�) =

da(t)

dt

=a(t)

Nevertheless one of these times must \hange " in order for the other to \ow

" di�erently, but why it must \hange"? Why we must \move" in time, if

this movement is not desribed by geometry of the Relativity theory.

5 Time in Quantum Physis.

In quantum physis time is involved in two di�erent ways; one is the same

deterministi way as in lassial physis using Shr�odinger equation. The

other is the totally new indeterministi wave paket ollapse. It is the seond

type of hange of the wave funtion whih shows that quantum physis an

say something new on time.

1.The time evolution of the state vetor j	(t) >whih desribes the state

of the given system at time t is ausal (and linear) if the system is not

subjeted to any measurement by some observer. More preisely, this means

that from

j	(t

0

) =

n

X

i=1



i

j	

i

(t

0

) >;
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we an alulate

j	(t) >=

n

X

i=1



i

j	

i

(t) > :

The evolution is given by the linear Shr�odinger equation

Hj	(t) >= ih

dj	(t) >

dt

where H is an Hermitean operator alled the Hamiltonian. When it does

not depend on time we have,

j	(t) >= exp[

�i

h

H(t� t

0

)℄j	(t

0

) > :

The norm of the state vetor j	(t) > is of ourse onserved for all time t

beause the evolution operator

U(t; t

0

) = exp[

�i

h

H(t� t

0

)℄;

is unitary.

2. Postulate of wave funtion ollapse (or redution of the state vetor).

When we measure a given observable A ,a system with state vetorj	(t) >jumps

indeterministially into one of the eigenvetors of the operator A. If

Aju

n>

= a

n

ju

n

>

then

j	 >�! ju

n>

The probabilty for j	 >=

P



m

ju

m

>�! ju

n

> is given by

W

n

= j < u

n

j	 > j

2

= j

n

j

2

Following some ideas of his teaher|Professor V. A. Fok| the author

developed in his works the so alled quantum logial interpretation of quan-

tum physis

[3℄

. The departure point was Fok's idea that di�erently from

Shr�odinger evolution, desribing some physial interations, the wave paket

ollapse hange of the wave funtion is a \logial operation". `Trying to �nd

a good desription for this, the author ame to the idea that this is a \trans-

lation " from one non Boolean logial struture to the other Boolean logial

13



language. And this translation is possible only if di�erent moments of time

exist and the translater himself|observer using Boolean logi or lassial lan-

guage (as N. Bohr insisted)|is moving in time! So here, time plays ruially

new role|without time, if only one �xed moment existed, it is impossible to

oneive the quantum system with its omplementary properties desribed by

nonommuting operators in Hilbert spae. Observer himself being the quan-

tum system onsisting of many atoms an realize himself as self-observing

one only moving in time!

To do it formally let us follow the desription given in our book with

W. A. Rodrigues Jr

[2℄

. Take the quantum system of spin 1 for whih two

nonommuting observables-projetions on two di�erent axises are measured

and onsider the so alled Hasse diagram for it (see the book

[2℄

) desribing the

quantum logial lattie of \yes-no "questions. There are six logial atoms for

it orresponding to 6 values of possible spin projetions|3 for one projetion

and 3 for the other. The orresponding \yes-no" properties are onsidered

as exlusive, i.e., for \onjuntion"^ one has,

1 ^ 2 = 1 ^ 3::: = 1 ^ 6 = 2 ^ 3 = :: = 5 ^ 6 = 0;

where 0 is always the false element. The struture of this quantum logial

lattie is suh that if one introdues \disjuntion" _ the lattie onsists of

two parts orresponding to omplementary properties of two di�erent spin

porojetions, so that for any two from them one has

3 _ 4 = 2 _ 5 = 1 _ 6 = ::: = I;

where I is always true. It is easy to see that the lattie is nondistributive.

Indeed,

1 ^ (3 _ 4) = 1 ^ I = 1 6= (1 ^ 3) _ (1 ^ 4) = 0 ^ 0 = 0:

It follows that for a nondistributive lattie we annot de�ne the lassial

probability measure. Instead, we must use the so alled probability amplitude

represented by the wave funtion. To eah element of our lattie orresponds

some projetor P

L

and if j	 >, the state vetor is known, we an de�ne

�(L) =< 	jP

L

j	 >;

as giving the probabilities aording to Born's rule for a yes answer onern-

ing the property L.
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As it is easy to see there are distributive triplets (1; 2; 3); (4; 5; 6). For

them it holds

1 ^ (2 _ 3) = (1 ^ 2) _ (1 ^ 3);

4 ^ (5 _ 6) = (4 ^ 5) _ (4 ^ 6):

It is only if we take one of the atoms from the left side and the other

from the right side, that we get nondistributivity. To the elements of sets for

whih the distributivity law does not hold there orrespond nonommuting

operators in the Hilbert spae of the quantum system. To elements of the set

for whih distributivity law holds, there orrespond ommuting operators.To

atoms 1,2,3 orrespond S

z

= +1; 0;�1, to the atoms 4,5,6 orrespond S

x

=

+1; 0;�1.

The role of observer in quantum logial interpretation is inferred from the

inadequay between his Boolean distributive logi whih is materialized in

the measuring devie used by him and the non Boolean logi of the quantum

world.The result of this inadequay is the wave paket ollapse.

Indeed the non Boolean nondistributive lattie is not isomorphi to the

Boolean logi of the observer.The onsious observer solved the problem of

the adequation of the Boolean struture of his logi and the non Boolean logi

of a large lass of phenomena ouring outside his mind.How? By inventing

a speial relation for these phenomena|time.

Let us see how with invention of time any ontradition that an observer

might �nd between his Boolean logi and the non Boolean world disappears.

Referring again to our very simple quantum system desribed by the

Hasse diagram for spin 1 system we observe the following.

For the Boolean observer if 1 is true and due to the struture of the Hasse

diagram it is equal to 1 ^ (4 _ 5 _ 6) = 1, then (4 _ 5 _ 6), being true due to

Boolean struture of his logi needs either 4 or 5 or 6, must be true. In non

Boolean logi it is possible to have 4 false; 5 false; 6 false but nevertheless

(4 _ 5 _ 6) true.

But for the Boolean observer this is impossible! So he will say that

at some moment of time one of the 4,5,6 (totally undetermined, and this

is the soure of quantum indeterminism) beomes true!. So, beoming or

movement in time appears beause of the di�erene of the two logis!

An observer always measures nonommuting observables at different

moments of time and it is impossible for him to get information about them

simultaneously.
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We an onsider this profound di�erene in the logial strutures of the

quantum world and the logi of our onsiousness as the reason why we as

human beings always move in time to the future while in spae we an be

at rest in a given point.This happens only due to the fat that the observer

an identify himself as some union of a Boolean onsiousness and a material

body due to the priniple of the psyhophysial parallelism only if he is

moving in time!

To the Boolean sublatties of the non Boolean lattie the observer an

give the interpretation in terms of events in Minkowski spaetime.

Aording to the quantum logial interpretation a quantum objet is then

to be identi�ed with a nondistributive lattie of its properties (qualities) and

it is not supposed as existing in spaetime. Y es � no values are given to

the elements of this lattie by a Boolean observer and they hange in time

aording to the wave paket ollapse rule. So the lattie itself desribes

only some objetive potentialities whih are atualized as events due to

observation.The birth of time is a neessity for the observer if he desires

to make his internal logi adequate for the logi of the phenomena that are

outside of his mind. But in doing so, a Boolean onsiousness dupliates the

lattie or makes anothe ropy of it. It beomes neessary for it to onstrut

a new Hilbert spae with superseletion rule due to time. For t

1

we have the

Hilbert spae H

t1

, for t

2

we have H

t2

.

Then one onstruts the diret sum of Hilbert spaes H

t1

�H

t2

. Now, it

is easy to put in this diret sum one to one orrespondene between nonom-

muting operators S

z

; S

x

and ommuting operators S

1

z

; S

2

x

ating nontrivially

in H

t1;

H

t2

. Let us all this doubling or opying proedure the Booleazation

proedure:

Time is not operator of time here but just some parameter to disrimi-

nate opies of the same quantum objet as the quantum logial lattie.There

are no superpositions of states for di�erent moments of time and this is the

meaning of the superseletion rule.

Now let us make some remarks to this simple example.

1. As we said previously there are distributive triples in our lattie. That

is why the observer in his use of time must onsider at the next moment all

possibilities forming as in standard probability theory the full set of events,

i.e., if 1 is true for t

1

, then for t

2

it is not only one or two potentialities from

the other triple an beome true, but all of them must be onsidered. This

orresponds to taking omplete set of eigenfuntions of the non ommuting
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operator measured at the next moment of time.

2. For the quantum objet with in�nite number of di�erent nondistribu-

tive triples orresponding to in�nite number of nonommuting operators

(whih is the ase for the spin 1 system with all di�erent projetions of

spin) Boolean observer must use in�nite number of di�erent values of the

time parameter.

3. Let us go bak to the anient Greee idea about the existene of \ideal

wathes", movement of whih is the reason for any other hange in time.

Remind that for Greeks it was rotation of planets whih was the ause of all

movement in the world.Now we an say that these ideal wathes are quan-

tum wathes. This means that if one takes di�erent values of di�erent spin

projetions of the quantum system as meaning di�erent moments of time,

than any movement or hange in time an be expressed as the dependene

of the position of the body in spae for example X on this parameter S

�

;

i.e X(S

�

). As we explained before, Boolean observer must move in time in

order to identify himself as onsiousness and as the material body onstitut-

ing one quantum objet having all its properties at one: As in our previous

disussion of the Newtonian time the dependene X(S

�

) an be expressed in

the parametri form X = X(t); S = S

�

(t).

4. One an ask the question: why our onsiousness is Boolean and what

an be the de�nition of apparatuses used by Boolean mind making them

di�erent from other quantum objets?

There are two basi features of onsiousness whih an somehow give an

answer to this question . The �rst is its \introspetion" feature, mentioned

by London and Bauer in their investigation of the problem of measurement

in quantum physis

[15℄

. The seond feature is the neessity of the division on

the \subjet" and \objet"for any ognition whih leads to the so alled \de-

oherene" e�et| to the appearane of the preferable basis of ommutative

observables for the observer, leading to his (her) lassial behaviour.

a) F.London and E.Bauer in their book

[15℄

desribed the proess of mea-

surement as getting information by some observer in the following man-

ner.Consider a system omposed from the quantum partile,marosopi ap-

paratus and onsious observer as desribed by some wave funtions.During

the measurement proess one has some speial evolution due to the von

Neumann \measurement interation Hamiltonian" so that the initial wave
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funtion develops in time as

	

q

(x)	

app:

(y)	

0

(z) �! 	 =

X

n

C

n

u

n

(x)v

n

(y)w

n

(z)

where u

n(

x); n = 0; 1; 2:::, are eigenfuntions of the operator A so that

Au

n

= �

n

u

n

;

and

	

q

(x) =

X

n

C

n

u

n

(x):

Here 	

q

(x) is the wave funtion of the quantum system,	

app:

(y) is the wave

funtion of the apparatus, 	

0

(z) the wave funtion of the observer. Same

interpretation is given for u

n

(x); v

n

(y); w

n

(z).

The observer in the result of evolution is desribed by some density ma-

trix. This density matrix is nevertheless not a mixture of states, i.e., when the

system with some probability is in some pure state. If the observer's density

matrix was a mixture then the the wave funtion of the whole sysrem ould

not be in a pure state whih is the ase, but also in a mixture .But it is due to

spei� properties of onsiousness that the pure state \beomes" a mixture.

Aording to London and Bauer the main harateristi of onsiousness is

introspetion|taking aount of what one is onsious of. Being onsious

means that \I know that I know "|I am onsious of my subjetive state,

disriminate between \true" and \false " (as we shall add here to London

and Bauer). London and Bauer put the hypothesis that this means that a

onsious observer go from the density matrix when nothing is ertain to a

mixture when some pure state and \ertainty " due to it appears. Then the

next feature of onsiousness is manifested|it \reognises " this pure state

giving \ignorane interpretation " to the mixture. All this aording to our

\quantum logial interpretation" means that it is onsiousness whih gives

\yes-no" values to properties of the quantum objet.

b) Muh popular in all investigations on foundations of quantum physis is

the so alled \deoherene approah " of R. Feynman,W. Zurek, R. Omnes

[57℄

and others. Aording to it, one an divide any quantum system on the

\system itself " and \environment". If one hooses some speial olletive

variables desribing "the system itself",then traing(i.e.doing a well spei�ed

mathematial proedure for averaging over properties of the \environment"
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whih are not being observed) over \environment"one �nds that for an envi-

ronment large enough the density matrix for our \system" (subsystem of the

whole|\our system + environment") beomes diagonal in the hosen ba-

sis of olletive variables very rapidly in time. Its diagonality is interpreted

as the density matrix for a mixture.The adherents of the \deoherene" ap-

proah try to solve the problem of \lassial apparutuses" without speaking

about \onsiousness" by this \ad ho" identi�ation of the diagonal density

matrix with a mixture. The mistake here, notied by many opponents of

the approah is that it ontradits the pure state desription of the whole

system of whih our apparatus is the subsystem. So one must agree with D

'Espagnat

[16℄

who stressed the neessity of going from the density matrix of

the subsystem to the mixture in the measurement proess even if the density

matrix is diagonal! And here we again must remember London and Bauer's

introspetion. So \apparatus" or the \system" desribed by olletive vari-

ables must have ontat with \onsiousness ".

Another ritiism of the approah was due to J .Bell who said the following

[17℄

:

\What is it in the big system saying : please divide me on the system itself

and environment and trae over environment"? "

To this ritiism of J. Bell we an answer: it is \me " as an observer who

makes the above deision. To \observe " means that I \divide" the whole

world on \me" as totally \distint" from what I observe|my \environment".

This is the well known division on the \subjet" and \objet" of ognition.

So deoherene e�et an explain how onsiousness an make a hoie of a

preferable basis in Hilbert spae, i.e., that orresponding to olletive vari-

ables of the body of the observer. The density matrix of the observer's body

beomes diagonalised very rapidly in time and some pure state is identi�ed

as the state of onsiousness. Interferene terms due to diagonality of the

matrix are not heked by onsiousness, so deterministi lassial evolution

of olletive variables beomes possible. Classial determinism is neessary

for the existene of \memory" for onsiousness. So only some ommuting

observables with lassial desription of their evolution beome possible for

diret observation and this solves the problem : why our onsiousness is

desribed by Boolean logi, while the whole world is not Boolean!

Now let us give the de�nition of the \apparutus" in quantum physis.

De�nition: \Apparatu " is a quantum system whih gives to the observer

the possibility to get information about some ommutative set of observables

of another system, alled \quantum objet ". This implies the neessity of

a speial form of interation between apparatus and the observed system|
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measurement interation of the von Neumann type and oupling to the ol-

letive observables of the observer body himself. Despite of the fat that

apparatus being a quantum system is desribed by some nondistributive lat-

tie, the observer uses only some distributive part of this systemsine he is

interested to get information at the �xed moment of time about only one of

the omplementary properties of the quantum objet. Apparatus an be as

\large" as a bubble hamber, or as small as a atom of silver in a Stern-Gerlah

experiment. It is not \largeness" or \marosopiity " of the system whih

makes quantum system an \apparatus" but its use by a onious observer

that needs information expressed in terms of Boolean logi.

) Priniple of the physio-psyhologial parallelism. This priniple in psy-

hology and neurosiene says that to any psyhologial proess orresponds

some physial proess in the body. Von Neumann proposed to formulate

this priniple in the theory of quantum measurement as the priniple of the

\moving frontier" between observer and the observed objet. Despite of the

idea that it is onsiousness whih makes the wave paket ollapse of the

wave funtion and gives \truth" values to observables it is always possible to

inlude in \observer " any apparatus used by him to get information about

the quantum objet. From this point of view any apparatus is some \exten-

sion" of the observer like spetales are extension of the human eye...Observer

giving truth values, gives them not only to properties \now" but also to the

\past" if this \past " by retrodition is determined due to lassial logi

and lassial determinism by the present. Due to von Neumann priniple

the whole desription of getting information by the observer is organised in

suh a manner that it is always possible to put the frontier between the ob-

server and the observed at any plae. For example if the atom is observed

by some mirosope, then it is possible to desribe the atom plus mirosope

as some quantum system with nonommutative observables and the frontier

goes between the mirosope and eyes of the observer, so that wave paket

ollapse ours in the eye...But beause in getting information only some spe-

ial ommuting properties of the mirosope are used it is possible to have

other desription giving the same results for the observer, when wave paket

ollapse ours in the mirosope. One an also say that the eye is also the

quantum system and then the frontier \observer-observed " goes inside the

brain, et. It is important that the frontier an be moved as in spae as in

time|so it is always possible to say that our apparatuses showed something

de�nite even \before" the human observer looked on them. This \before" is

de�ned by the onsious observer due to the possibility to onnet his \yes-
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no" values now with some properties in the past lassially determined by

retrodition. That is why human observer an disuss quantum properties

of objets many millions years before the appearane of the biologial body

of the observer himself!

Questions: If onsiousness plays so important role in the world, that

it gives truth values to physial properties and without it only potentialities

forming quantum logial lattie exist, is it only human onsiousness or it is

something more? Dogs also give truth values to potentialities?

There an be di�erent answers for these questions.

The �rst \idealisti" answer orresponds to the idea of the idealisti phi-

losophy \that subjet of ognition is always one and the notion of number

don't work for the subjet of ognition" (see for example A.Shopenhauer

in his \The World as Will and Representation"). It is easy to see from this

idea, why di�erent observers give the same truth values to potentialities and

we see \one"objetive world. This is formulated as the so alled Wigner's

friend paradox.Why, if the quantum system is observed by two persons|one

being Wigner and the other being his friend| both give the same truth

values for potentialities and not di�erent ones? Really, it is impossible to

say that di�erent persons see the same physial world beause it is \obje-

tively" the same...But if there is only one \ultimate subjet" manifested in

the ognising person surely there will be one world. Similar to this is the

idea of \one" universal onsiousness in whih partiipate di�erent human

beings when ognising anything about the world. However we think there is

another possibility to solve Wigner's friend paradox taking into aount our

idea of the role of time in quantum logi. For this, let us take into aount

that if \movement" in time is neessary to observe non Boolean struture

for a Boolean minded observer, then quantum logial lattie an serve as

\loks". The system is \prepare " at one moment of time t

0

and after it

some value of the nonommuting observable is obtained whih orresponds

to the other moment of time t

1

. If Wigner's friend will see other value of

the nonommuting observable he will give to it another value of the time

parametert

2

. Simultaneously both observers annot see di�erent values of

the same observable. If they see it simultaneously they both give the observ-

able the same truth value. If they give di�erent values to it, then one must

say that they will see it at di�erent moments of time! Boolean logi, valid

for ommuting operators (lassial determinism making possible predition

for its values at other time) and von Neumann's priniple of measurements

of the �rst kind, saying that if the system is in some eigenstate of the observ-
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able operator, then in the next moment of time one will see the same value

of it if the same measurement is made, prevent the possibility for the seond

observer to have other value at the next moment of time than that of the �rst

obsever. So the only possibility ours when the same quantum system is

opied as prepared at the other moment of time and then the seond observer

makes his measurement of the nonommuting observable with anothe value.

But this does not ontradit anything observed.

Conerning the question about animal onsiousness, dogs in the degree

that they get information also partiipate in using Boolean logi to ompre-

hend non Boolean world.

Another idea is to speulate about the origin of life, and to understand

the di�erene between inanimate objet and an animate one as the di�erene

between quantum objets and measuring apparatuses.What is general for

alive reatures and measuring apparata in quantum physis?

1. A living objet is \opposed" from everything else whih is de�ned

by him as the \environment ". It is due to this opposition that Darwinian

evolution with its natural seletion and struggle for existene our...Nothing

of this kind exists in the inanimate world (for example there is no Darwinian

evolution for ristalls...).

2. A living objet deals with \information" about the environment, being

in this respet very lose to the measuring apparatus in quantum physis.

Important role is played by the information about the living reature itself

whih is the geneti ode. For this, di�erently from everything else in Nature,

the living reature uses three manipulations: (a) writing this information in

symboli form, (b) storing it, () reading it to reprodue the organism.

This information is written and symbolised in terms of Boolean logi,

desspite the fat that of organi moleules are quantum objets.

3. If any living objet is some \measuring apparatus " in the quantum

sense one an understand \spontaneous" ativity of this organism as well

as the neessity of \movement in time" for it to exist. The phenomenon of

the \free will" an be understood as idential with quantum indeterminism

and from the point of view of our analogy the living organism is a \self

measuring"quantum objet !

4. The nonliving quantum Universe is de�ned relative to living reatures

whih use their Boolean logi to get, to store and to read information about

it and other organisms in it. The de�nitions of spae, time, irreversibility of

time, et., are given by these organisms and don't have or have totally di�er-

ent sense without them. If one speaks about something \before" origination
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of life, this \before" has no other sense, than deterministially ontained in

the \present " of the living organism and prolonged to the \past " by las-

sial physial laws. As we explained before in lassial physis due to the

Laplaian determinism all information is ontained at any present moment.

Despite our idea that the living organism makes measurements of dif-

ferent nonommuting obsevables at di�erent moments of time, it stores this

information in some lassially de�ned \memory". It is easy to understand

that all information ould be \erased" and no memory ould exist at all , if

quantum system with its nonommuting observables was used.

So, does Bohr's division of all objets in Nature on quantum objets

and measuring apparatuses reets the division of matter on the living and

nonliving ones?

Can this form of Copenhagen interpretation in whih onsiousness plays

an important role be useful for understanding other (di�erent from the phys-

ial ones) phenomena?

We think that the answer is positive. As the author disussed it earlier

[18;19℄

:

a) rare telepathi phenomena an be understood as realising EPR sit-

uation when onsiousness itself like in London and Bauer example is de-

sribed by the wave funtion. Absene of telepathy and information transfer

in Aspet and others experiment ours beause of the neessity of using

apparatuses as intermediate between onsiousness of the observer and the

quantum partile. If in \passive" (when no question about one state is asked)

state just the wave funtion of onsiousness is registrated as it is (without

wave paket ollapse whih ours in ative relation to one's state), then it

is trivial to see the possibility of telepathi ommuniation.

b) Quantum teleportation e�ets, when the wave funtion of some ex-

ternal objet is teleported to the other objet, whih an be loated inside

human brain or elsewhere inside the body an give new insights for the possi-

bility of our ognition of external objets. In this ase, one an laim that we

ognise not only \images" external objets inside our brain (like on the TV

sreen). The idea is that due to teleportation properties of external objets

a onsious observer pereive them as they \are ". Thus, it seems that the

nonloality of quantum physis an play a important role in the theory of

ognition.

To �nish this part, let us stress again that quantum physis, saying that

\objetively" only potentialities exist, strongly opposes the view of \tense-

less" existene of events in spaetime. This view, manifested by some philoso-

phers of siene as well as by some mathematial logiians supposes a rela-
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tional theory of time where this onept is used just to express relations

between events whih exist objetively. A serious hallenge to this view was

made by the Gleason's theorem (see

[2℄

), whih shows nonexistene of \truth

funtions" for quantum properties. So it is wrong to speak about any exis-

tene of quantum events in future without relation to an observation!

5.1 The Problem of the Time Operator in Quantum

Mehanis.

Di�erently from spae, time in quantum physis is only a parameter or a

oordinate. Spae in quantum physis is represented in two di�erent ways.

One manifestation of spae is the oordinate dependene. For example, in

quantum �eld theory one an measure loal observables|the operator of

the stress-energy tensor, depending on the loal quantised �eld T

��

(') and

express these also as T

��

(x; y; z), '(x; y; z). Understanding these oordi-

nates as desribiing points belonging to some metrial spae with a group

of motion|rotation and translation groups, one an de�ne the transforma-

tions of our operators, of the �eld and the tensor. These oordinates and

group transformations an be understood as transformations of our lassial

apparatuses..

But there exist also operators for the spae oordinates X; Y; Z, hav-

ing well known ommutation relations with the orresponding operators of

projetions of momenta. Understanding the momentum as the generator of

translation in spae (onsidering the Poinar�e group) and the operator of

oordinate, as a nonrelativisti approximation for the generator of Lorentz

transformation|translation in momentum spae, one an look on these om-

mutation relations as the onsequene of the Poinare group. But no operator

for time arises from this proedure.

Commutation relations in quantum physis usually are understood as or-

responding to Poisson brakets in the lassial theory. But then, for Poisson

brakets one has (using double brakets as notation for Poisson brakets),

dA

dt

= [[A;H℄℄

From this one obtains

[[t; H℄℄ = 1
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So one an expet to have in quantum physis some operator T with,

[T;H℄ = i

However, it is easy to see that due to the spei�ty of the dynamis of quantum

systems, leading to stability of these systems and to existene of low boundary

for the energy, this \time operator " annot exist!

Indeed, suppose that suh operator exist. Then, take jE

0

>|an eigen-

state of the energy operator H with E

0

as an eigenvalue.

Take

jE

0

>

"

= exp i"T exp�i"T (H) exp i"T jE

0

>= (E

0

+ ")jE

0

>

"

So, for arbitrary values of " not only do the eigenvalues ofH form a ontinuum

but they extend to negative in�nity.

That is why, W. Pauli wrote in 1933: \We onlude that the introdution

of an operator T must fundamentally be abandoned and that the time t in

quantum mehanis has to be regarded as an ordinary number ({number)".

Let us make some remarks on unertainty relation for time. We have in

quantum physis,

d < Q >

dt

= i < [H;Q℄ >;

from whih as usual, one gets

�E�Q �

1

2

j

d < Q >

dt

j:

Now measuring observable Q and its hange one uses some lok to mea-

sure time interval t: One has,

t�E�Q �

1

2

tj

d < Q >

dt

j �

1

2

�Q;

from where one obtains

t�E �

1

2

:

Nevertheless, di�erently from the other unertainty relations here it is

not dispersion of time but the exat value of the time interval whih appears

in the formula .One an measure together the moment of time and the en-

ergy but energy an be non onserved in the limit given by the unertainty

relation..
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6 Irreversibility of Time in Quantum Physis.

Can one have some new information on the problem of irreversibility of time

from quantum physis? There are two points in quantum physis where this

irreversibility is manifested.The �rst is in the wave paket ollapse during

measurements, the seond|T noninvariane of the K

0

-meson and probably

B-meson deays.

Shr�odinger equation in most ases is time inversion invariant, i.e., it

mantains its form if one hanges t ! �t and simultaneously makes a om-

plex onjugation so that the imaginary unit i! �i. The exeption is in the

standard model of weak interations where due to the existene of a speial

form of interations between quarks and leptons the interation term of the

Lagrangian or Hamiltonian is not invariant under T-inversion, being invari-

ant only on CPT-inversion, i.e.together with the hange of the sign of time

one must also hange the sign for spae|do spae|inversion and also do

C-onjugation, i.e., hange all partiles on antipartiles. It looks as if some

new unity of spae and time is manifested in these rather rare deays! Why

after all together with going bakwards in time one must also hange right

on left in spae?

CPT-symmetry says that in Nature one must see equal number of pro-

esses with partiles with one diretion of time and proesses with antiparti-

les in the other diretion of time and left diretion in spae hanged on right

diretion and vie versa. All this an have serious onsequenes for osmology

when one deals with apparent asymmetry between partile and antipartiles,

reated in the early Universe by the strong gravitational �eld of the expand-

ing Universe. Nevertheless, it is totally unlear how this small asymmetry is

onneted with the total arrow of time manifested in the marosopi world

disussed by us previously.

Now let us disuss the seond, more general, asymmetry due to the wave

paket ollapse. During measurement one has two proessses|the �rst is

of getting the mixture from the pure state, the seond is registration by

the observer of one of the members of the mixture. Surely this proess is

irreversible|if one tries to use Shr�odinger equation to go bak in time one

does not reeive the original wave funtion. Also, from the density matrix,

one annot by use of the Shr�odinger evolution to ome to the initial pure

state.

However some ritis notie that the situation here is similar to the en-

tropi arrow of time.Why all observers de�ne the same arrow of time and
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not a di�erent one ?

This is somehow onneted with the Wigner friend paradox. Only if

all observers partiipate in one onsiosness, one diretion of time will be

de�ned. From this, one an even try to prove the existene of only one

onsiousness (World onsiousness) whih may be due to the existene of

the same diretion of time for all observers.

The other problem is that due to measurement|wave paket ollapse

phenomenon|one an have a proess where the density matrix beomes the

pure state. Why not to have a symmetry in Nature when both types of

proessses take plae? At some plaes the pure state beomes the density

matrix, at the other the density matrx beomes a pure state?

In quantum statistial physis one begins by writing an equation for the

density matrix whih is reversible in time, and then using the so alled

Zwanzig's projetor method one obtain master equation whih is irreversible

in time. This projetor method plays the role of Boltzmann 's moleular

haos hypothesis. It orresponds to the idea ofmeasurement of speial maro-

sopi observables. So, one an say that irreversibility in time ours as the

onsequene of some wave paket ollapse proedure, as disussed by us pre-

viously, and we must say that we still have here the same problem|why all

ollapses de�ne one and the same diretion in time?

6.1 Time in Some Models of Quantum Gravity.

Despite the fat that a onvinent quantum theory of gravity is still not

formulated, there are some simple models based on the Wheeler-De Witt

equation, whih are used for so alled minisuperspae ase. For the general

ase, the theory is still not free from divergenes. Also, some basi problems,

like, e.g., the role of observer in the Copenhagen interpretation (or in some

other interpretation, as e.g., the Everett interpretation et.) are unsolved.

Quantum osmology as a version of quantum gravity supposes quantiza-

tion not only of matter but also of gravity, this meaning quantization of the

spae-time itself.

The omplete theory is still not developed but there are some models

thanks to Arnowitt, Deser, Misner, Hawking, Wheeler, De Witt et.

[20℄

Take the signature of the four dimensional spae-time as (�;+;+;+).

Consider a ompat spaelike 3-surfae 
 dividing the 4-manifoldM into

two parts, so that a time oordinate is de�ned, 
 orresponds to t = onst.
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Write the metri as

ds

2

= �(N

2

�N

�

N

�

)dt

2

+ 2N

�

dx

�

dt+ h

��

dx

�

dx

�

;

where N is alled the lapse funtion measuring the proper time separation

of the surfaes of onstant t. N

�

is alled the shift vetor measuring the

deviation of lines of onstant x

�

from the normal to the surfae 
. Write the

ation for gravity and matter as

S =

Z

(L

g

+ L

m

)d

3

xdt;

where

L

g

=

p

�gR:

After putting away some terms having the form of the divergene of some

vetor one has,

L

g

=

m

2

pl

16�

n(G

��Æ

K

��

K

Æ

+ h

1

2

R

(3)

);

where R

(3)

is the three urvature, h is the determinant of the three metri

tensor and

K

��

=

1

2N

(�

�h

��

�t

+ 2N

(�j�)

);

G

��Æ

=

1

2

h

1

2

(h

�Æ

h

�

� 2h

��

h

Æ

):

For a massive salar �eld one an write,

L

m

=

1

2

Nh

1

2

[N

�2

(

�'

�t

)

2

�2

N

�

N

2

�'

�t

�'

�x

�

�[h

��

�N

�

N

�

�

N

2

℄

�'

�x

�

�'

�x

�

�(m

2

+�R)'

2

℄:

In the Hamiltonian treatment of general relativity one regards the om-

ponents h

��

of the 3-metri and the �eld ' as the anonial oordinates. The

anonially onjugate momenta are

�

��=

�L

g

�h

��

= �

h

1

2

m

2

pl

16�

(K

��

� h

��

K); K = g

��

K

��

; �

'

=

�L

m

�'

:

:

The Hamiltonian is

H =

Z

(�

��

h

:

��

+ �

'

'

:

� L

g

� L)d

3

x

=

Z

(NH

0

+N

�

H

�

)d

3

x
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where for � = 0 one has,

H

0

= 16m

�2

pl

G

��Æ

�

��

�

Æ

�

m

2

pl

16�

h

1

2

R

3

+

1

2

h

1

2

(

�

2

'

N

+ h

��

�'

�x

�

�'

�x

�

+m

2

'

2

);

and

G

��Æ

=

1

2

h

�

1

2

(h

�

h

�Æ

+ h

�Æ

h

�

� h

��

h

Æ

):

The quantities N and N

�

are regarded as the Lagrange multipliers. Thus

the solution obeys the momentum onstraint,

H

�

= 0;

and the Hamiltonian onstraint,

H

0

= 0:

This orresponds to the "absene of time " `or the \frozen dynamis" in

quantum gravity!

For given �elds N and N

�

on 
 the equations of motion are,

_

h

��

=

�H

��

��

; _' =

�H

��

'

; _�

��

= �

�H

�h

��

; _�

'

= �

�H

�'

The quantum state of the Universe is desribed by a wavefuntion 	

whih is a funtion on the \superspae" : W-in�nite dimensional manifold

of all 3-metris h

��

and matter �elds '. Denote 

��

a small hange of the

metri h

��

and � a small hange of '. For eah hoie of N > 0 on 
 there

is a natural metri �(N) on W , namely

ds

2

w

=

Z

N

�1

[

m

2

pl

32�

G

��Æ



��



Æ

+

1

2

h

1

2

�

2

℄d

3

x:

The wave funtion does not depend on time t, beause t an take arbitrary

values under di�erent hoies of N and N

�

.This means that

H	 = 0:

Taking

�

��

(x) = �i

Æ

Æh

��

(x)

; �

'

(x) = �i

Æ

Æ'(x)
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one obtains the Wheeler-De Witt equation,

(�

1

2

4+ �R + V )	 = 0

where 4 is the Laplaian in the metri � and R is the salar urvature of

this metri. Also, the potential is,

V =

Z

h

1

2

N [�

m

2

pl

16�

R

(3)

+ �+ u℄d

3

x;

where

u = T

00

�

1

2

�

2

'

;

and � is the osmologial onstant.

The Friedmann metris orrespond to the \minisuperspae " models,

when

ds

2

w

= G

2

(�N

2

dt

2

+ a

2

dl

!2

);

where, G

2

=

2

3m

2

pl

has been inluded for onveniene.

Then, the ation for the minimal oupling is

S = �

1

2

Z

dtNa

3

f

1

N

2

a

2

(

�a

�t

)

2

�

k

a

2

�

1

N

2

(

�'

�t

)

2

+m

2

'

2

g;

where k = 0;�1 . Then, for losed spaetimes our ation is �nite.

The lassial Hamiltonian is

H =

1

2

N(�a

�1

�

2

a

+ a

�3

�

2

'

� ka+ a

3

m

2

'

2

);

where

�

a

= �

ada

Ndt

; �

'

=

a

3

N

�'

�t

:

Then the Wheeler -De Witt equation results,

1

2

N exp(�3�)[

�

2

��

2

�

�

2

�'

2

+ 2V ℄	(�; ') = 0

where � = ln a and

V =

1

2

(exp(6�)m

2

'

2

� exp 4�)
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One an regard this equation as a hyperboli equation for 	 in at spae

with oordinates (�; ') with � as the \time"oordinate. Then there is a

question for a boundary ondition. Hartle and Hawking supposed that,

lim

�!�1

	 = 1:

Then, it an be shown that there exists a solution osillating in the region

V > 0; j'j > 1. This is very important, beause then there is a possibility to

show how lassial Friedmann losed spaetime originates from some quan-

tum era. Let us represent the osillatory omponent of the wave funtion in

the WKB approximation. Write,

	 = Re (C exp iS);

where C is a slowly varying amplitude and S is a rapidly varying phase. S

then, satis�es the Hamilton-Jaobi equation,

H(�

�

; �

'

; �; ') = 0; �

'

=

�S

�'

; �

�

=

�S

��

:

Then the �rst equation an be written as

1

2

f

ab

�S

�q

b

+ exp(�3�)V = 0;

with

f

ab

= exp(�3�)diag(�1; 1)

and q

b

orrespond to �; '.

The wave funtion will sutisfy the Wheeler-De Witt equation if,

�C + 2if

ab

�C

�q

a

�C

�q

b

+ iC�S = 0

where � is the Laplaian in the metri f

ab

. Ignoring the �rst term in the

previous equation, let us integrate it along the trajetories of the vetor �eld

x

a

=

�q

a

�t

= f

ab

�S

�q

b

where a new parameter \time "t is introdued by de�nition. Now, following

Hawking and Halliwell

[20℄

; let us proeed and investigate di�erent regimes for

small values of the sale fator and large ones.
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The osillating solution starts out at V = 0; j'j > 1with

��

�t

=

�'

�t

= 0,

and grows exponentially with

��

�t

= mj'j;

�'

�t

= �

1

3

m exp(3�):

Let us look for a solution of this equation in parametri form. As it is

known, the line in the plane (�; ') an be written in the form � = �(t); ' =

'(t).

At �rst, for not large time one has the ination regime|exponential

growth of the sale fator a and then for a osillating ' one obtains a losed

Friedmann Universe(see

[21℄

).

It is interesting to see that at the singularity when a ! 0; � ! �1,

nothing spei� ours beause we have the boundary ondition that 	! 1.

If one interprets 1 as a \vauum " then the existene of the wave funtion

with this boundary ondition and quasilassial asymptotis for large sale

fator is alled \reation of the Universe from nothing"

The \time" appears only for the quasilassial region when a and ' are

large enough. The \origination" of time an be desribed as a onsequene of

the quasilassial form of the wave funtion: the wave funtion is suh that

	 = expfiSg and S is extremal on some line in the plane (a; '). This line,

as we said before is written in the parametri form through a parameter t,

but the most simple hoie of the parameter is to identify it with the sale

fator a itself! So, one one has a \larger" a , the \later " is the time! In

this, we reognise the anient Greek idea when time is identi�ed with ideal

wathes whih here|di�erently from the movement of the planets| is the

expansion of the Universe!

Now let us make some remarks onerning this Wheeler-De Witt piture

of quantum osmology.

1. Time does not exist when gravity is really quantized. It appears only

in the quasilassial approximation, when due to the spei� form of the

wave funtion it is possible to speak about a big probabilty

1

of having some

trajetory in the plane|with two axes, one being matter, introdued by

some hypothetial massive salar �eld, the other axis being the sale fator

of spae. Nevertheless, there is no need for \movement " in this time or

\going " from one value of the sale fator to the other. In spae one an

1

Despite the fat that the word \probability " does not have a lear sense in this form

of quantum osmology when many words are used just on analogy with the standard

quantum physis.
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also have \lines", but it is not always that one observes di�erent points on

this line \moving "on it.

2. There was an attempt by Don Page to onstrut a model of the \quan-

tum Universe " for whih due to \frozen dynamis" there is no time for the

whole Universe, while if one looks for a given \subsystem" of it one obtains

Shr�odinger equation with time, and a Hamiltonian for the subsystem not

ommuting with the full Hamiltonian. This however lead us into the problem

of the observer in a quantum Universe.

3. Putting anonial ommutation relations in the ADM formalism in

quantum osmology, means that quantum osmology is some nondistributive

lattie and due to our idea of the Booleazation of non Boolean logi, time

is introdued by observer. Surely, this is totally di�erent from the quasi-

lassial time introdued through the quasilassial wave funtion. It seems,

as in the standard quantum physis, that quantum osmology strengthens

the fat that there are two di�erent \times" in quantum physis|one due to

Shr�odinger equation, the other due to wave paket ollapse and the observer

measuring nonommuting observables. In quantum osmology there is a pos-

sibility to speak about the \probability" of having \time" as the parametri

time or the probabilty to have quasilassial \loks "!

So, some observer de�ning time due to the Booleazation proess has the

possibility to de�ne by his quasilassial measurement parametri time whih

he an then use in his deterministi preditions or retroditions. As we ex-

plained previously both times are needed for human observer to do Booleaza-

tion and to have Boolean memory in order to have all properties of informa-

tion.

And now let us make some remarks on the \eulidean time " idea muh

popularised by S. Hawking in his papers, and even in a popular book

[22℄

.

Eulidean spaetime has the signature of the Eulidean spae, whih is dif-

ferent from the pseudoeulidean Minkowski spaetime. Writing the solution

of the Wheeler-De Witt equation in the form of the funtional integral over

ompat fourdimensional metris Hawking tried to speulate on the physial

sense of these eulidean ompat four dimensional spaes. Time in suh a

spae is totally idential to the spae dimension. Pseudoeulidean time is a

feature of quasilassial approximation as we explained before. S. Hawking

even went so far as to laim that pseudoeulidean time is \the illusion of the

human mind" (private ommuniation to the author) while really the spae-

time of the Universe is a ompat Eulidean one, with no singularities, so

that singularities our as artefats of the erroneous quasilassial reasoning,
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applied to the region where it does not work...

However no physially observable results were proposed to prove that the

eulidean metri has some sense di�erent from the mathematial trik to

alulate the funtional integral.

The main objetion against eulidean physial spaetime is a deep on-

netion between pseudoeulidean time and quantum physis. Imaginary unit

for time leads to the di�erene between Feynman funtional integrals with

imaginary unit in the exponent and Wiener integrals used in stohasti the-

ories where instead one has the real value. This manifests the di�erene

between quantum theory with the wave funtion as the probability ampli-

tude and standard probabilisti theory. Another plae where imaginary unit

is present is in the ommutation relations,e.g., the ommutator of the oor-

dinate and momentum operators is just equal to the imaginary unit. This

as was mentioned by Shtukelberg makes imaginary unit very important for

quantum physis with its omplementarity of observables.

However let us disuss here the possibility of the lassial signature hange

in general relativity.Let us write the following 4-dimensional element

ds

2

= ��N

2

dt

2

+ g

ij

(dx

i

+N

i

dt)(dx

j

+N

j

dt)

where � de�nes the signature as � = �1 on someM

�

and � = +1onM

+

and

g

ij;

N; N

i

are the standard 3-metri, lapse and shift funtions disussed by us

previously.Geometries with the signature hange are haraterised by ertain

juntion onditions satis�ed at the juntion surfae S. The �rst metris of

this kind were obtained in the models of reation of the Universe from nothing

when one deals with solution of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation written as the

Eulidean path integral havingWKB asymptotis disussed by us previously

here. This Eulidean form an be interpreted as desribing some \tunnelling

e�et" whih on the other language an be obtained by using \imaginary time

". So there is a temptation to look for some solutions of Einstein's equations

with the hange of signature for time. This temptation was realized in a

series of papers devoted to lassial solutions of Einstein's equations with

the signature hange. It was found that suh solutions do exist|some of

them satisfying strong juntion onditions when the extrinsi urvature and

the aÆne omoving parameter derivative of matter �elds must vanish, i.e.,

K

ij

j

S

�

=

�

t

�j

S

�

= 0

[23;24℄

. Some solutions satisfy weak juntion onditions

when all these values are ontinuous at the juntion hypersurfae

[24℄

. As

it was �rst mentioned by Teitelboim, the Hamiltonian approah does not
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determine the signature of the spaetime. There is no Einstein equation for

the lapse funtion and being arbitrary it has any sign. So one an replae

N

2

by some N(t) in the expression for the ds

2

. Then, we an �nd Friedmann

solutions of the Einstein's equations with lapse funtion hanging its sign at

some t

0

, but with �nite density and pressure of matter at t

0

. However, at t

0

some singularity, usually believed to be a kind of oordinate singularity, will

our. One will have N(t)! 0, t! 0, but the proper time s =

R

p

jN(t)jdt

is �nite if elapsed from the surfae t

0

. Time measured by t \speeds up

inde�nitely" relative to proper time s as one approahes the surfae. Classial

realization of the quantum osmology idea of Hartle- Hawking was made in

[24℄

. For some \time "�

�

2H

� t < 0 one has the Eulidean ompat four

dimensional sphere, while for the positive time one has Lorentz metri and

inationary expansion.The Universe in the Eulidean phase \is " but does

not \exist "

[24℄

, beause one annot perform experiments there. It has no

\beginning " and is geodesially omplete.

So, these examples show the possibility of the hange of the signature in

lassial general relativity while the physial sense of suh a hange and what

an be the \motivation" for it is not lear.

One an ask the following question: \If time arises aording to our idea|

due to the Booleazation of the non Boolean logial struture, what is the

reason for it to be pseudoeulidean and not Eulidean? ". The answer an be

that it does not really exist, being a an ideal element like the imaginary unit

and annot be measured as something external to mind! Superseletion rule

for time and absene of the quantum observable as the selfonjugate operator

for time, then an be interpreted as due to absene in \the objetive world

of nondistributive latties" of suh a \property"as time!

7 The Time Mahine Problem.

The four dimensional point of view of Speial and General Relativity the-

ory naturally puts the problem of possible existene of losed timeloops in

spaetime. Really, if time is just the fourth dimension of spae-time and in

spae losed spaelike lines exist, why there are no losed timelike loops?

The answer surely will be positive for the ompat \eulidean " spaetime.

But even if it is pseudoeulidean, the suess of the Speial and General rel-

ativity treating time on the same level as spae makes the problem open for

disussion.
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The idea of movement \bak in time" was onsidered by Shtukelberg and

Feynman in order to desribe antipartiles. This idea is still not refutable

in quantum �eld theory, where the standard interpretation uses the reinter-

pretation priniple and makes always possible to all the eletron moving

bak in time a positron, with a positive harge moving in usual diretion

of time. Vauum loops for partile-antipartile pairs form timelike loops in

Minkowsky spaetime. However, these loops orrespond to virtual partiles

and it is impossible to see any \movement" along them in any experiment.

That is why they are onsidered as only some mathematial trik in quantum

�eld theory.

The real problem of observable losed timelike loops originates in General

Relativity.The �rst man to speak about timelike loops| \time mahines" was

K. G�odel

[25℄

who in 1949 found a solution of Einstein's equations desribing

a rotating Universe with losed timelike lines. The stress-energy tensor for

the rotating G�odel Universe has the form,

T

ab

= �U

a

U

b

+

!

2

8�

g

ab

;

where � is the density of the dust and ! is the vortiity of matter, desribing

its rotation. Closed time like loops in G�odel Universe are not geodesis,

and one must have aeleration in order to be on it. Oszvath

[26℄

and De

[27℄

generalized G�odel's Universe inluding eletromagnetism and it ourred

that it is possible to be on the losed timelike loop due to the Lorentz fore

ating on the harge. Even for the vauum solution of Einstein's equations

(so alled Taub-NUT model) there exist losed timelike geodesis.

Then, for rotating blak holes, desribed by the Kerr's metri it was found

that for the angular momentum large enough so that

a

2

> m

2

;

where a is the angular momentum, m is the mass of the blak hole, losed

time like loops our.

Tipler found a solution of Einstein's equations for an in�nite rotating

ylinder soure whih similar to the G�odel ase has losed timelike loops

[14℄

.

Tipler laims that the result an be valid for �nite ylinder but with the large

enough angular veloity.

Gott found that losed timelike loops our in the spaetime of the two

in�nitely long osmi strings.

[28℄
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Another lass of \time mahines" was disovered by quantum �eld the-

orists using the possibility to break standard energy onditions|positivity

of the energy density|for the vauum polarization in the Casimir e�et.

Morris, Thorne,Yurtsever

[29℄

, Novikov

[30℄

found solutions of Einstein's equa-

tions, desribing wormholes and showed that relative movements of mouths

of wormholes lead to losed timelike loops. So, the idea appeared to onstrut

time mahine using the Casimir e�et. Despite of the tehnial realization

of suh a mahine is far from possible, nevertheless the prinipal questions

of time mahine paradoxes disussed previously mainly by siene �tion

writers beame the topi of serious sienti� journals. Some authors all-

ing themselves \the Consortium", led by K.Thorne, laim the possibility of

time mahine, others following S. Hawking believe in the osmi ensorship

priniple, forbidding the existene of time mahines due to inompatibilty

of its existene with the quantum �eld theory in urved spaetime

[31℄

. So

the problem is disussed today not only in the framework of lassial general

relativity but also in the quantum theory. In quantum theory time mahine

will orrespond to a new type of nonloality-nonloality in time! Nonloality

in spae is a general feature of quantum physis where so alled entangled

states play important role.Is nonloality in time possible?Here again we ask

about ultimate di�erene of spae and time! By the way Kurt G�odel himself

as it is known

[31℄

onsidered his example of losed timelike loops leading to

the so alled \grandfather's paradox " as proving the ideal nature of time

di�erently from spae.

And now let us disuss some paradoxes arising in ase of losed timelike

loops for the lassial and quantum ases.

However before disussing the problem, following

[32℄

let us disriminate

between \a time travel" and \time mahine". Time travel is possible for

example in the rotating G�odel Universe. But here the whole Universe ats

as a \time mahine ". It is not \onstruted " by any engineer. Real \time

mahine" is something engineerly onstruted, so that only \after" some

moment of time one has it. This means that the usual siene �tion senario

to travel to Middle ages, et., is not possible. One an say that in spaetime

there exists a time slie S so that to the past of it in J

�

(S), there are no

time mahines.This explains aording to \time mahine theorists" why our

world is not full of \tourists " from the future...But if it will be onstruted

then those on losed timelike loops will go bak in time...What paradoxes

they will see.

1. The grandfather paradox. This paradox was �rst formulated in siene
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�tion literature. Can one go to the past and kill there one's grandfather so

that to prevent to be born in the future? Surely the answer if using standard

logi is negative. If there is a losed timelike loop not all ats are possible for

the time traveller. This is alled the onsisteny onstraint. For the traveller

this means some onstraint on his \freedom of will". Mathematially, this

means that di�erently from the standard situation in mathematial physis

when any loal solution an be extended to some global solution of the equa-

tion, in ase of time mahine not all loal intial onditions (not ontraditing

physial laws) an be realised|global solution inuenes on loal onditions.

So, this is manifestation of nonloality in time. In siene �tion this is

expressed as \the random polieman argument ". When the timetraveller

will try to kill his grandfather a polieman suddenly ours lose to him and

will prevent him from doing his at! In the physial ontext the problem was

analysed by Eheverria et al

[33℄

and Novikov

[34℄

for the \double mouths worm-

hole time mahine" and billiard balls going through it. For this ase, the ball

going into one mouth then arrives from the other mouth of the wormhole

at the earlier time, so that then it an ollide with his younger self. If the

ollision is suh that, after it no ball an ome to the �rst mouth, we have

a ontradition whih is the grandfather's paradox. However it is interesting

that one an �nd in�nite number of ollision situations with di�erent angles

of sattering of one ball with respet to the other leading to the nonontradi-

tory situation when one ball after all omes to the �rst mouth! Contraditory

ollisions are onsidered as impossible due to the selfonsisteny ondition.

From this simple example one an make two important onlusions.

(a) Global selfonsisteny ondition prohibits for some loally possible

situations to be realized (the \polieman" rule).

(b) If time mahine will be onstruted di�erent possible selfonsistent

situations an be realized and usual ausality from the past (before the �rst

meeting with the time mahine) annot give a priniple for preferene of one

of these to the other|for example, one sattering angle of the billiard ball

to the other| if both are onsistent!

So a new kind of randomness due to some \branhing " at the point of �rst

meeting with the time mahine arises. From this, some authors laimed that

time mahine has something to do with quantum physis with its probabilisti

nature. However, in quantum physis we do not have trajetories, and as we

shall see new problems like lak of unitarity of evolution arise for the time

mahine.

Now, reall a theorem of S.Hawking (here we follow.

[32℄

). Hawking tries
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to investigate the problem|what it means to \swith" the time mahine?

He assumes the existene of a partial Cauhy surfae S suh that a null

surfae generated by null geodesis H

+

(S) separates the portion of spaetime

with losed timelike urves from the portion without them.H

+

(S) is alled

a hronology horizon. If all the past generated generators of H

+

(S) are

ontained in the ompat set, then H

+

(S) is ompatly generated.

Theorem 1 Let M; g

ab

; T

ab

be a osmologial model satisfying Einstein's

equations .Suppose that M; g

ab

admits a partial Cauhy surfae S and that

T

ab

satis�es the null energy ondition, i.e., T

ab

K

a

K

b

� 0 for every null vetor

K

a

. Then,

(a) if S is non-ompat,H

+

(S) annot be non-empty and ompatly gen-

erated, and

(b) if S is ompat H

+

(S) an be ompatly generated but matter annot

ross H

+

(S).

This theorem shows that the \engineer himself " onstruting the mahine

annot put himself into it!

And now let us disuss situation with the time mahine in quantum the-

ory.

2. First of all disuss the example in TaubNUT spaetime where the

hronology horizon is ompat and generated by a smoothly losed null

geodesi. It is interesting that eah time when the tangent vetor of it is

transported parallel to itself around a loop it is expanded by a fator of

exp(h); h>0;indiating a blue shift.Making in�nite number of iruits needed

to reah H

+

(S) the blueshift diverges. This is interpreted as divergene of

the energy density meaning instability of the time loop itself (or impossibility

to have it in Nature). However the blue shift of light lose to the timeloop

is onsidered by some authors to be used in explanation of the soures of

gamma-bursts in the Universe...

Hawking put the onjeture of the osmial ensorship for time mahines

laiming that due to quantum �eld theory e�ets the vauum expetation

value of the stress energy tensor for quantized �eld < 0jT

ab

j0 > diverges on

the time loop.

However S. Krasnikov

[35℄

and V. Sushkov

[36℄

notied that this divergene

depends on the quantum state used as bra or ket vetor. They showed that

there exist states for whih the expetation value is �nite!

The next important feature of quantum theory with losed timeloops

present is breaking of unitarity of evolution. At �rst it was shown in

[37℄

for
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Green funtions alulated by using the path integral taking among the paths

the losed timelike loop. Then, in

[38℄

it was shown that the Hamiltonian for

the situation with losed timelike loop is non Hermiteanone. Does it mean the

impossibility to have a time mahine? Or the opposite|breaking of unitarity

ours in measurement proesses due to the wave paket ollapse|so do time

mahines have something to do with the measurement problem?

Resuming, one an say that the problem of existene or nonexistene of

time mahine is today as ontroversial as the great philosophial question

asked in this respet by Kurt G�odel: is time objetive or ideal?

And now we will disuss the idea of origination of not only of time but

also of lassial spae in the early Universe as due to the di�erene between

Boolean logi of observer and non Boolean logi of the physial world.

8 General Remarks on Quantum E�ets in

the Early Universe.

Investigations of quantum e�ets in early Friedmann Universe made by us

in the seventies

[39;40℄

showed that the main physial e�et in it is partile

reation in the speial era of the Compton time from the beginning. It was

shown

[20;41℄

that visible number of protons and eletrons (Eddington-Dira

number) an be obtained due to reation of Grand Uni�ation X bosons in

the early Universe by the gravitational �eld of the expanding Universe with

their subsequent deay on quarks and leptons with baryon and CP nononser-

vation. Nevertheless the main problem still unsolved was reation of entropy

in the early Universe, leading to the large osmologial sale fator, esponsible

for the proess of partile reation. It ourred that beause partiles played

a negligible role ompared with radiation (entropy), the proess of partile

reation was desribed not as self onsistent proess when gravitational �eld

itself was due to partiles and vauum polarization as their soure. Instead,

some external gravitational �eld with still unexplained soure was needed. A

self onsistent model for the open ase was found possible only for reation of

partiles with the mass of the order of the observable Universe, when hange

of the e�etive gravitational onstant due to vauum polarization e�et is

taken into aount.

[42℄

Nevertheless if one onsiders only masses smaller than the Plankean

ones an interesting fat of the onnetion of the number of partiles(partile-
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antipartile pairs) with the number of ausally disonneted parts of the

Friedmann Universe was disovered. Massive onformal oupled salar par-

tiles, massive spinor and vetor partiles are reated in suh a manner as

if all virtual pairs, existing on the Compton length at the Compton time

from the beginning of the Universe, beome \materialised " at later times

moving in the quasilassial limit along lassial geodesis of the spaetime.

But Compton length at the Compton time from the beginning is just the

horizon distane for that time. So, a simple reasoning leads to the onlu-

sion that partile reation is due to the \work of the tidal fores of gravity

on the Compton length being equal to the mass of the partile ", so that

the number of partiles reated in the early Universe is of the order of the

number of ausally disonneted parts in the volume of the Universe at that

time.

Here the \volume" is that whih will evolve in the modern visual Uni-

verse, so that the di�erene between open and losed model is not important.

There is no partile reation in the De Sitter Universe di�erently from the

Friedmann Universe whih an be due to absene of a natural de�nition of

time (the urvature is onstant!) for this ase. Only vauum polarization

e�ets due to quantum �elds are present in the De Sitter Universe whih is

onsistent with understanding it as originated from vauum as its soure.

This onnetion of partile reation in early Friedmann Universe with ausal

disonnetedness seems to be some important fat about quantum physis in

the early Universe. Surely, partile reation from the vauum by the strong

external �eld an our even in Minkowski spaetime if this external �eld

is an eletromagneti one. In this ase, there are no ausally disonneted

parts and one an speak about wave funtions extending on any distanes,

about symmetrised or antisymmetrised many partile states, et. Neverthe-

less, in the ase of a ausally disonneted Universe, it is not possible to

speak about overlapping wave funtions for distanes larger than the ausal

horizon at some time. So, the situation is like existene of many dison-

neted Universes and quantum physis for suh ase will be di�erent from

the standard desription. Something like a superseletion rule in Hilbert

spae formulation will arise due to absene of superpositions of states for

disonneted parts. Nevertheless, di�erently from the \trouser Universe", in

order to have a homogeneous and isotropi Friedmann spaetime one an-

not have some \�xed frontiers" of ausally disonneted parts. Depending

on the positions of physial partiles, these \frontiers" an be hosen arbi-

trarily up to indeterminay of the Plankean length. This arbitrariness an
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be obtained if one an speak about di�erent probabilities of loalizing re-

ated partiles in di�erent subdivisions of the volume of expanding spae on

ausally disonneted parts. One has the temptation to identify this prob-

ability measure with the entropy. So, in this ase partile reation must be

aompanied by the reation of entropy and an arrow of time arise. It is easy

to understand the proess of \thermalisation" of the Universe aompanying

partile reation due to existene of horizons|ausally disonneted parts.

Really, vauum of partiles from whih partiles are reated, similar to the

well known Unruh e�et

[43℄

when we have the trivial example of ausally dis-

onneted parts of spae|the left and the right edges ,is seen by the partiles

in one ausally disonneted part as the \thermal bath" due to breaking of

all orrelations existing in the vauum. Instead of the quantisation in full

Friedmann spae one must do quantisation in one (whih an be any) suh

part .The boundary onditions for wave funtions an be put on the frontiers

of the ausally disonneted part, i.e., on the horizon itself whih is the light

one. Due to the property that the light one is the harateristi surfae of

the wave equation in urved spae-time

[44℄

this boundary ondition as in the

ase of Unruh e�et does not mean introduing any \boundaries" or \fron-

tiers" in spae. So, one arrives to a situation similar to the quantum theory

in Milne's Universe|partiles move inside the light one for some speial

time from the beginning of the Universe. It is well known

[41℄

that similar to

Unruh e�et quantization in Milne's Universe leads to speial vauum polar-

isation e�et desribed by the \thermal bath" with the temperature de�ned

by the sale fator of the metri. For Compton time from the beginning this

temperature will be just the Compton one. Nevertheless, in osmology it

is known that if one still has some temperature for the Compton time it is

muh larger than the Compton one. For example, forX-bosons the Compton

temperature ours for the time t = 10

�35

se and not for the Compton time

t

0

= 10

�39

se. This an have sense that Milne's approximation is not valid

for the time lose to the Compton one when the urvature of spaetime is

not negligible inside the horizon, but existene of the horizon leads to some

temperature as it is for the Milne's ase. So, di�erently from the ination

models thermalization ours not beause of \interation"of partiles in some

pre Friedmann era, but just the opposite|it ours like in Unruh e�et, due

to \lak of interation" between partiles in ausally disonneted parts. So,

global vauum appears as the density matrix for eah ausally disonneted

part. This global vauum an be prepared in Friedman spae before partile

reation due to speial onformal properties of Friedmann spae (it is on-
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formally stati and one an easily de�ne vauum in the stati Universe) and

onformal invariane of wave equations in Friedmann Universe for massless

ase.

An important question in osmology is about origination of the lassial

spae and time. In our paper

[3℄

(see also

[2℄

) there was proposed an idea that

lassial time is needed in order to make possible observation of di�erent

omplementary properties of the quantum system desribed by nonommut-

ing operators or observation of the non Boolean lattie of properties by the

observer with Boolean mind getting information about it. Superseletion

rule for time an be used for making nonommuting operators ommuting

ones, taking di�erent setions of Hilbert spae divided by the superseletion

rule. The same idea an be used for spae if for ausally disonneted parts

one uses superseletion rule for spae. Then, lassial spae is needed in

order to make observable di�erent omplementary observables, the number

of whih an be made in�nite (this an be an argument for in�nite in spae

Universe

[5℄

), so that again Booleazation of non Boolean lattie is made by

making \opies" of the same system and measuring di�erent observables for

di�erent opies.

This proess of \opying" of the same quantum system an be under-

stood as \partile reation" with aompanying it vauum polarization due

to whih spae-time arises in a self onsistent way, so that one an \explain"

partile reation by the nonstationary metri of arising spae-time itself.

Some hint to orretness of this \Booleazation " idea or \making all

Everett worlds realized" in the existing Universe an be taken from the well

known observation (see Terazawa in

[45℄

) that the number of protons in the

Universe is equal to the ratio of the surfae of the sphere with the radius of the

observable Universe to the area of the Compton length of the proton. This

an be understood as realising all possibilities for the diretion of the spin of

the proton in the modern era of evolution of the Universe.Universe is suh

that all quantum possibilities for spin projetions of the proton are realised

in it.And modern Universe is proton-eletron (not quark, et.) dominated.

All this an be understood due to the anthropi priniple in osmology. We

see the Universe as having this age, this size, this partile ontent due to

onsisteny with existene of the observer with his proton-eletron dominated

body.

Our investigation here is organised as follows. First we disuss some fats

on partile reation and entropy in the early Friedmann Universe.Then we

investigate the possibility for understanding origination of lassial spae-
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time due to the idea of the di�erene between non Boolean logi of the world

and Boolean logi of the observer, realizing J. Wheeler's idea

[46℄

of getting

physis from logi.

8.1 Partile Creation in the Early Friedmann Uni-

verse.

Here we shall reprodue some known fats about partile (partile-antipartile

pairs) in the early Friedmann Universe.

The metri of the isotropi homogeneous Friedmann spae-time,used in

the Standard model in osmology is taken in synhronous referene frame

so,that the interval an be written in di�erential form as

ds

2

= dt

2

� a

2

(t)d

�!

l

2

;

where the spae interval an be de�ned for all three ases of the losed, open

and quasieulidean ases. The standard heuristi evaluation of the number

of reated partiles in the early Universe is as follows. Let us write equations

of geodesi deviation:

d

2

n

i

ds

2

= R

i

jkl

u

j

n

k

u

l

;

where u

i

is 4-veloity, n

k

is a spaelike vetor of geodesi deviation and R

i

jkl

is

the Riemannian urvature tensor. Taking in some referene frame u

0

= 1;

u

�

= 0; � = 1; 2; 3; n

0

= 0, looking on

d

2

n

i

ds

2

as on some \aeleration" and

multiplying both sides of our equation by the mass one obtains the \tidal

fore". A ondition for partile reation means that the work of the tidal

fore on the Compton length of a partile is of the order of m. To obtain

this one must multiply both sides of our equation besides m by the Compton

length l



= m

�1

, and equate this to m. In this way one obtains a ondition

for partile reation:

j R

�

0�0

j l

�2



= m

2

:

For the usual Friedmann model of the Universe this value of j R

�

0�0

jours

for the timet = m

�1

.

So, this shows that a pair of partiles an be reated on the Compton

length at the Compton time from the beginning of Friedmann Universe .But

what is the geometrial meaning of the Compton length at the Compton

time of evolution of the Friedmann Universe? It is the size of a horizon at
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that time! The \volume" of the Universe at that time is evaluated as a

3

(t),

so the amount of reated partiles is evaluated as the number of ausally

disonneted parts,

NN

h

=

a

3

(t)

(2t)

3

, for t = t



:

The partiles reated in ausally disonneted parts due to the expan-

sion of the Universe \meet " in general spae after disappearane of ausal

disonnetedness and today we an see all these partiles inside the horizon

distane for modern time.

Surely one an ask in what sense this heuristi evaluation is orret?

Can one always say that the number of reated partiles an be obtained by

dividing the volume in whih external �eld has some ritial value on the

Compton volume?

The general answer is negative. Generally vauum has some \orrella-

tions" for distanes larger than the Compton ones. This an be easily seen

from the general expression of the vauum in terms of \pairs " using Bogoli-

ubov's transformation desribing a hange of the vauum due to dependene

of the Hamiltonian on time and its nondiagonality in terms of reation and

annihilation operators. It is \entangled" state like the ground state of the

superondutor.

But for partile reation in Friedmann spae exat alulations made by

us previously without any euristi alulations on�rm that the number of

reated partiles in this ausally disonneted spae (whih is totally di�erent

from ausally onneted Minkowski or De Sitter spae) is of the order of the

number of these parts. This an be on�rmed by exat alulation of the

orrelation funtion for reated pairs (see

[41℄

). This funtion goes to zero

for spaelike distanes larger than the Compton's one .As to the number of

reated pairs for the X-boson of the grand Uni�ation sale it is

N

mx

=

(10

27

t)

3

2

(2t)

3

j

t=mx

�1

= 10

84

:

Exat alulations

[3[

give some fator b

(s)

, where s is the spin of the

partile. For zero spin partile b

(0)

= 5 � 10

�4

, and N

mx

is of the order of

Dira-Eddington number of protons in the Universe. If these X bosons then

deay with baryoni harge and CP violation on quarks and leptons one an

obtain the observable numbers of protons and eletrons. As it was said before,

an interesting fat is that one an obtain the observable Eddington-Dira
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number of protons in the visible Universe dividing the area of the surfae

with the radius of the Universe R = 10

28

m on the surfae S = l

2



,where l



is

the Compton length of the proton. This an be interpreted in the sense that

in the isotropi Friedmann spae partiles were reated in suh a manner that

all potentialities for some degree of freedom, for example spin projetion of

the proton, are realised. At the same time this is just the onsequene of the

isotropi and homogeneos nature of the Friedmann metri itself. Really, to

the proton orresponds some Compton area with some spin vetor attahed

to it. And so it is not in�nite but �nite number of potentialities for spin

diretions that an be seen by some observer today as realized in the Universe

with �nite radius. In other words one an say that if something like a wave

funtion of the Universe exists than it desribes all di�erent \Everett worlds"

for proton as realized in it, whih is di�erent from what one sees as realized

in the quantum partile experiment where only one potentiality is realized

at the �xed moment.

Exat alulation of partile reation in the Friedmann Universe made

by us previously was due to alulation of the vauum expetation value of

the stress-energy tensor of the quantised salar, spinor and vetor massive

�elds in urved spaetime < 0j

^

T

ik

j0 >. This expression, whih is �nite

after making three well known regularizations, has di�erent forms for the

time smaller then the Compton one and the time larger than that. For small

time it is dominated by the so alled vauum polarization terms and for large

time it desribes reated partiles with the dust like equation of state so that

reated partiles freely move in expanding spae along geodesis of it. So the

general struture is,

< 0jT

ik

j0 >

reg

=< T

ik

>



Æ

�;1

+ < T

ik

>

0

+ < T

ik

>

m

;

where � = 1 for the losed Friedmann spae and the �rst term is the Casimir

term for this ase.The seond term desribes vauum polarization present

even for the massless ase and leads to the onformal anomaly-it an be

expressed through geometrial terms and does not depend on the hoie

of the vauum state.The last term depends on mass|it desribes partile

reation as well as some geometrial terms depending on mass. For example,

for t� m

�1

; m

2

� jR

k

i

j � G

�1

for onformal salar partiles one has

< T

(0)

ik

>

m

=

m

2

288�

2

G

ik

+

m

4

128�

2

g

ik

ln(

R

�

m

4

)
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where R

�

is some invariant omposed of urvature tensors of dimension m

4

.

The �rst term being put into the right-hand side of Einstein 's equations leads

to a hange of the efetive gravitational onstant so that a new gravitational

onstant for very strong �eld is some G

eff

and

(8�G

eff

)

�1

= (8�G)

�1

+

m

2

288�

2

= Z

�1

(8�G)

�1

:

Here G is the modern value of the gravitational onstant.

For t � m

�1

the leading term depends on the hoie of the vauum,it

desribes real partile reation and has the form,

< T

0

0

>

m

=

2b

a

3

m; j < T

�

�

>

m

j �< T

0

0

>

m

:

Here the onstant b depends on the spin of the partile and on the behaviour

in time of sale fator of the Friedmann model.For example alulations give

b = 5:10

�4

for spin zero and b = 3; 9:10

�3

for spin one half partiles and

radiation dominated Universe.

So, these were results if one does not take into aount ausal disonnet-

edness of the early Friedmann Universe whih neessarily will lead to hange

of the global pure vauum state into some density matrix or mixture of states

similar to the well known Unruh e�et. For the Unruh e�et, existene of the

partile horizon is manifested in the hange of the Minkowski vauum into

some heat bath with the density matrix. So,we laim that for t � m

�1

one

has

< T

0

0

>

m

=

2bm

a

3

+ T

0

0pol

;

where T

0

0pol

desribes vauum polarization due do existene of partile hori-

zons.It an be desribed by some temperature and entropy and it is this

term whih plays the main role in the early Universe and whih aompanies

partile reation term.

Let us disuss some important aspets of this alulation.

1. The notion of partiles in urved spae-time. Partiles an be de�ned

as point like objets moving along geodesis of the urved spaetime. It is

well known that despite of all disussions about the de�nition of quantum

partiles in urved spaetime, experimentalists, measuring primordeal radia-

tion or osmi rays know well that their partiles move in quasilassial limit

along geodesis arriving to the earth from other galaxies or the Big Bang it-

self. So, the main mathematial problem is to answer the question: to whih
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quasilassial limit of what Fok quantization in urved spaetime do these

partiles orrespond? One an think that partiles in this lassial sense an

be de�ned in any spae, be it isotropi or anisotropi. For Friedmann spae-

time the answer was given by us using the priniple of diagonalization of the

Hamiltonian of quantized �eld in urved spatime. The main problem for

partile reation is to show that if the stress-energy tensor-vauum expeta-

tion value of the operator tensor of the quantized �elds for some early time

did not have the form of the dust of partiles in urved spae and ould be

understood as vauum polarization, at the latest time it has the struture of

the stress-energy of the dust. If it is the ase (and our alulations show it

is!) our theory \explains" partile reation. The results for partile density

are �nite for massive salar onformal partiles and spinor partiles. For

minimal oupled salar partiles as well as for longitudinal omponents of

massive vetor bosons and gravitons it is not �nite.But as it is known mini-

mal oupled partiles in the lasial limit (as well as longitudinal omponents

of vetor bosons and gravitons) do not move along geodesis

[46℄

and in this

sense are pathologial. Nevertheless, in our paper

[47℄

it was shown that if one

takes into aount the nonlinear sel�nteration term, then due to hange of

the vauum (spontaneous breaking of symmetry) physial partiles beome

onformal oupled. So, one an use results for onformal partiles for these

partiles too.

2. The problem of vauum.There were no partiles in the early Friedmann

Universe. The simple argument is that due to ausal disonnetedness when

the size of the horizon is smaller than the Compton length there is no \plae "

for a partile to be loated in the expanding spae. In Friedmann spaetime,

due to the property of onformal invariane of �eld equations for massless

ase one an go to quantum theory in stati ase where a onformal vauum

as the ground state of the Hamiltonian is well de�ned. Vauum as the ground

state of the Hamiltonian onstruted via the metrial stress-energy tensor is

de�ned also for the massive ase. This vauum oinides with the onformal

vauum in the massless ase and was used by us in our alulations of partile

reation. So, the results of our alulations show the rationality of our hoie

of the vauum.

3. Entropy problem. Nevertheless, these alulations in no sense took into

aount the property of ausal disonnetedness of the Friedmann Universe.

Our idea now will be that ausal disonnetedness leads to appearane of

entropy. Really, if one has some volume de�ned by the sale fator of the

model as a

3

(t), then one an divide it on many ausally disonneted parts
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by di�erent ways. The number of di�erent possibilities of the division of

the �xed volume on ausally disonneted parts an be evaluated by the

dimensionless number a

3

(t)=l

3

pl

, where l

pl

is the Plankean length as some

\atom" of the length.The ratio of this number to the number of ausally

disonneted parts(whih is of the order of the number of reated partiles)

is for X-bosons l

3

x

=l

3

pl

� 10

12

� 10

10

, whih is not far from the experimentally

observed entropy of the Universe. So, the idea for the partile reation will

be to put instead of our vauum, the density matrix of some temperature

distribution leading to the observable entropy and to use the expetation

value of the stress -energy tensor of the quantised X-boson �eld as the right

hand side of Einstein's equation to produe the metri of the Friedmann's

spae-time metri. This leads to a new form for the stress-energy tensor for

time larger than the Compton one. Due to heuristi onsiderations given

before it seems natural to think that the main ontribution for partile re-

ation will be desribed by the same term, while for the vauum polarisation

the whole density matrix for virtual partiles (like in Unruh e�et) must be

taken into aount. The right value of the entropy garantees orret value

of the stress-energy tensor and of the sale fator whih now will have the

osmologial order. The temperature arising due to the entropy also will be

of the orret order. The struture of the T

0

0pol

an be understood from the

analogy with the struture of the stress-energy tensor for the Unruh e�et

and more losely in the Milne's Universe

[41℄

, desribing the inside of the light

one in Minkowski spaetime. For massless partiles (and if the e�etive tem-

perature is larger than the mass one an always neglet the mass) one has a

Plankean distribution of virtual partiles with the radiation like equation of

state p = �=3. The sale fator for the Milne's Universe is a(t) = t, and the

temperature will be the Compton one for the Compton time whih surely

is not the ase for osmology. But early Universe is far from Milne's Uni-

verse even inside ausal horizon,s o the temperature arising due to existene

of partile horizon will depend on the real sale fator. If one an neglet

mass for energies (temperatures) muh larger than the mass one an use zero

mass approximation and get just radiation dominated Universe with orret

temperature if orret value of entropy is obtained. Here we put the hypoth-

esis that the value of entropy due to existene of partile horizons and that

obtained by ounting the number of di�erent possibilities to obtain ausally

disonneted Universe is the same number! This garantees the orret os-

mologial order of the temperature. Exat alulation of the T

0

0pol

an be

made if one in analogy with the Unruh e�et takes some global vauum for
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the whole Universe evolving into the volume observed today. Then, one puts

a boundary ondition for the omplete set of funtions used in quantization

inside one ausally disonneted part at the Compton time.This boundary

ondition an be put outside of the �xed region. Di�erent subdivisions of

spae on ausally disonneted parts will lead to di�erent boundary ondi-

tions. So, the density matrix will arise. Surely exat alulation here is more

diÆult than in the Unruh e�et. Exat alulation of the T

0

0pol

an be made

if one puts the boundary onditions for the omplete set of solutions inside

one �xed ausally disonneted part at the Compton time. In analogy with

the Unruh e�et this boundary ondition an be put on the light one out

of the �xed region. Di�erent subdivisions of spae on ausally disonneted

parts lead to di�erent boundary onditions. This leads to the density ma-

trix. Vauum state inside one ausally disonneted part playing the role of

Rindler vauum for the Unruh e�et will look as some thermal bath for the

observer inside in terms of partile reated . It is just nonzero expetation

value of the stress-energy operator over this state that gives T

i

kpol

:

And now let us disuss our next proposal to onsider entropy reation,

time arrow, partile reation and origination of spae-time itself as one and

the same proess.

9 Origination of spaetime due to Booleasa-

tion of non Boolean Lattie.

Let us start this setion by realling some basi points of our quantum logial

interpretation of quantum physis and the role of time in it. Taking the idea

of the ultimate di�erene between the logi of onsiousness as Boolean one

and the logi of the world as the nonBoolean one, one omes to the idea of

how mind \invents" time in order to \grasp" the non Boolean reality. In non

Boolean logi it is possible that

a� true = a ^ (b _ )� true;

despite the fat that

b� false; � false;

whih is a ontradition for Boolean mind. To be free from ontradition

Boolean mind invents some parameter, alled time, so that either \b" or
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\" beomes true at some other moment of time. These b,  are still in-

ompatible with a beause they our at di�erent moments of time. So,

beoming and the so alled wave paket ollapse when nonommuting oper-

ators are measured at di�erent moments of time are explained by one and

the same ause. From this point of view, time is needed for observing dif-

ferent omplementary observables, desribed by nonommuting operators in

Hilbert spae. Due to the so alled \superseletion rule" for time, meaning

absene of interferene terms for di�erent moments of time Hilbert spae

an be understood as the diret sum of spaes H = H

t

1

�H

t

2

�... Then, to

nonommuting operators A, B in the spae H

t

1

there orrespond ommuting

operators for di�erent moments A

t

1

; B

t

2

. Let us all Booleazation of non

Boolean struture, this possibility of making nonommuting operators om-

muting for di�erent setors of one Hilbert spae due to the superseletion

rule .

And now, let us disuss the generalization of this proedure to obtain

spae.

If we analyse our idea of origination of time we shall see that one makes

many opies of the same system for di�erent moments and this opying pro-

ess one alls evolution in time. Generalization of this idea for spae will

mean that non Boolean struture existing here and now for Boolean mind

will be opied in spae as many idential partiles or opies in di�erent points

of spae whih is just invented by mind for this reason. So, one solves the

above mentioned paradox of the non Boolean logi by saying that either b

or  is true at the other point separated from the previous one by a spaelike

interval. Nonommuting operators at the same point beome ommuting if

taken at di�erent points of spae separated by a spaelike interval! This

proess of opying, leading to origination of spae looks like partile reation.

So, from our point of view spaetime exists beause of existene of the

quantum systems (Systemg.This is lose to Leibnitz point of view, where

spaetime desribes relations between \things" and do not exist without

them. Also, similar to Kant's view, spae and time are apriori forms of

reason and arise due to the possibility for a Boolean mind to observe non

Boolean world! From this point of view, there is no neessity for \quan-

tization" of gravity, for if it is just the urvature of spaetime. Here, we

agree with suh relativists as L. Rosenfeld and L. Infeld who opposed the

idea of quantization of gravity, understanding gravity as geometry but not

some \material" objet! Nevertheless, surely one an enlarge geometry for

the nonommutative ase and in this sense gravity an be understood more
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generally.

For spae, usually if one has states of many-partiles at di�erent points,

one uses as Hilbert spae of the system, not the diret sum of Hilbert spaes

assoiated to eah one of the partiles (as is the ase for the Hilbert spae

resulting from time with superseletion rule), but the tensor produt. For

tensor produts one also has a Booleazation e�et. Suppose, for simpliity

that we have two idential partiles, whose \individual" states are rays in

the Hilbert spaes H

1

and H

2

� H

1

= H. Consider twof nonommuting

operators A ; B on the Hilbert spaes H

1

and H

2

. In the Hilber spae of

the two partile system, H

1


 H

2

operators A and B, beome the ommuting

operators A
 1; 1
 B. But, if there is no superseletion rule for spae one

an also have superpositions of states at di�erent points, so that the spae is

not really lassial. The situation beomes di�erent in the ase of a ausally

disonneted spae as is the ase of the early Friedmann spaetime. Here,

one an speak about superseletion rule for spae either!

At eah ausally disonneted part, some property of the non Boolean

lattie, whih an be desribed, e.g., as a toy model of X-boson observables

or superstring, some property is realized. In the totality of all ausally dis-

onneted parts all properties of the non Boolean lattie are realized. Using

Everett's onjeture, one an say that in in�nite (open ase Friedmann Uni-

verse) all potentialities are realized at the same moment of time in in�nite

spae.This an be an argument for the open Universe and more deep| un-

derstanding of the meaning of its in�nity as manifestation of the in�nite

dimensional Hilbert Spae!

So we propose the following senario of the origination of the Universe.

1. A Non Boolean lattie of properties de�ning some \universal " quan-

tum system, of whih all elementary partiles with their properties are just

some manifestations is realized for a Boolean observer \here and now "as

many partile (partile-antipartile) system, when one and the same lattie

is \opied " many times in spae and time used by the Boolean observer

to form some Boolean system of ommuting observables representing in this

manner the original nonommutative system.

2. Taking as the toy model X-gauge meson with spin 1, it is possible

to say that an in�nite number of spae-like intervals is needed in order to

realize an in�nite number of projetions of its spin. For pairs of partiles

this orresponds to the EPR idea

[49℄

of measuring nonommuting operators

of one partile if one has a two-partile system with satis�es some global

onservation law. Our non Boolean lattie of properties must ontain suh
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a property as quantized partile-antipartile �eld as well as the partile and

antipartile numbers.

3. The proess of \observation " of the non Boolean lattie whih is

the same as reation of spae and time together with partile reation is

aompanied by entropy reation leading to origination of the time arrow.

This entropy arises due to the existene of di�erent possibilities to distribute

the reated partiles in ausally disonneted parts of the Universe evolving

to the volume observable by modern observer. Up to the Plankean sale no

spae point is preferable to any other.

4. Copying in spae understood as partile reation in a ausally dison-

neted Universe is aompanied, due to Einstein's equations by origination

of the urvature of evolving Friedmann spae-time, so that in some sense

energy onservation is valid if one understands this proess as reation of

partiles by the gravitational �eld..

5. Future protons and eletrons originate through the reation of X-

bosons at the Compton time from vauum due to gravitation �eld of the

expanding Universe with baryon harge and CP nononservation leading to

the baryon asymmetry whih we observe today.

6. Despite the fat that the real Universe belongs to the open type and is

in�nite, human observers an observe only a �nite part of it! This part today

is \proton and eletron" dominated and is suh that all \spin potentialities"

of these partiles are realised in it. Entropy is present in the modern Universe

in the form of Primordeal radiation whih in a sense is like Unruh radiation|

just some property of vauum in expanding Universe.

7. There is no need for gravity quantization in suh a theory beause spae

and time are understood as artefats invented Boolean minds to observer a

non Boolean struture.

8. Despite the fat that the idea of \Booleazation of the Non Boolean

lattie" an explain the origination of spae and time, there is a di�erene

between spae and time in the early Universe. Di�erent points as enters of

Compton intervals for the quantum system are not �xed and an be arbitrar-

ily moved on the Plankean length leading to di�erent possibilities realized

in a �xed volume. This leads to a neessary onnetion of homogeneous

spae and existene of the entropy. Nothing of this kind ours with time,

whih an be and really is inhomogenuous (as it must be in the Friedmann

Universe).

Di�erently from the ination's idea, opying

0

s idea of Booleazation of

a Non Boolean lattie, an explain the homogeneoity of the Universe and
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thus solve the horizon paradox (same temperature for ausally disonneted

parts) without any extra hypotheses, like the inaton �eld, et., and leadis

naturally to the open Friedmann Universe. Finally, let us reall that the

speial role of observer, whih is manifest in our approah, an explain the

validity of an anthropi priniple in osmology.

10 Time in Quantum Topology.

One of the important problems of modern quantum theory is the problem

of quantum topology. Can one have some desription for quantum topology,

where the topology an be randomly hanging? For quantum gravity as we

said earlier one an have superspae, whih has the struture of usual Boolean

(distributive set) of di�erent matries. But, if the topology is stohasti, what

is the struture, if any, of the appropriate set of events? Can one introdue

a Kolmogorovian probability measure or probability amplitude (the wave

funtion) for these stohasti topologies? The next question arises when the

topology an hange. Can one try to introdue some objet, playing the role

of the \onjugate momentum" for topology, so that an analogy of anonial

quantization an be developed? Some steps in this diretion were made by

C. Isham and his oworkers

[50℄

:

Physially, this problem is important for modern superstring theory and

there are views that some di�erenes with the usual quantum theory breaking

untarity of time evolution an arise. There is also an opinion that quantiza-

tion of topology is neessary for Plankean sales of spaetime, when gravity

must be quantized. Di�erent topologies an lead to di�ferent ausality re-

lations and there is an idea that quantization of topology must be at the

foundation of any quantum theory of gravity if suh a theory will be in-

vented. At last, there is a possibility

[51℄

that some aspets of the identity

priniple and Pauli priniple an be understood in terms of nontrivial topol-

ogy in on�guration spae for many partile system.

In our papers

[6;7℄

we investigated a toy model of topologies for 3 points

and showed that even on the initial level, before some quantization, with-

out speaking about any Plank 's onstant, one has something similar to a

quantum struture, in the sense of absene of the Kolmogorovian probability

measure for the lattie of topologies.

There are two important features for the topology-latties of 3 and more

points whih make this system di�erent either from the usual probabilisti
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spae (as phase spae in lassial mehanis) or from the usual quantum

system (quantum logial lattie). The �rst is the nondistributivity of this

lattie, making it di�erent from any lassial system. The seond is that it

is not orthomodular, whih means that it does not admit any de�nition of

logial negation, whih makes it di�erent from any lassial system.

In paper

[7℄

we onstruted some matrix representation of the lattie of

topologies for 3 points and it ourred that ontrary to quantum systems the

arising operators are not self onjugate , being only idempotents. This leads

to the absene of a wave funtion desription for topologies.

So there is still the question, if topologies are stohasti, what mathe-

matial formalism an desribe this stohastiity? The answer was found in

our paper

[52℄

: in order to have natural de�nition of negation for any topology

we must double the lattie of topologies! For our model, this is again the

same \opying trik " whih was used by us before, introduing time and

spae as resulting from to the di�erene between the Non Boolean struture

of quantum systems and the Boolean struture of mind. But now, the dif-

ferene is that next moment of time is neessary to introdue negation, so

that one an say about some property not only what it is, but also what it

is not ! So, di�erently from the standard quantum logi, here yes-no values

are given to properties for di�erent moments of time. One an say that even

the existene of the system itself as this and not that an be oneived only

for two di�erent moments of time. At the �xed moment of time one annot

haraterize properly the system in logial terms.

So our doubling an orrespond to the new role of time for the lattie of

topologies .If any topology is de�ned at some moment of time, its negation

will be de�ned at some di�erent moment. Other interpretation would be the

introduition of a new degree of freedom, dual to topologial one. If a quan-

tum objet has \topologial degree of freedom", in order to have negation

one omes to the neessity of some other dual degree of freedom, desribed

by the lattie, dual to the lattie of topologies. For the ase of 3 points, this

lattie is the same as the original topologial one, but generally, for more

points it is di�erent. So, for the ase of more points our doubling will not

orrespond to opying of the same system, but rather like for nonommuting

oordinate and momentum, one measures oordinate at one moment of time,

momentum at the other. Dual lattie an be alled non topologial lattie in

analogy with J. Wheeler's yes and no geometries. Our idea of using time for

interpreting the doubled lattie|when to the original lattie, the dual lattie

is added with identi�ation of the bottom 0-element and the up 1-element|
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is based on the following observation. If the same olletion of sets forming

the topology is present in the lattie and the dual one and in the new lattie

they interset at the 0-element, then it is natural to interpret this as mean-

ing that they are taken at di�erent moments of time, being di�erent due to

di�erent values of time parameter. It is not neessary that the dual lattie

must be idential with the original one for this interpretation to be valid.

Investigation of the new struture made for our toy model for three points

leads to a Hilbert spae formulation, whih is in some respet similar to

\histories approah" of Gell-Mann, Hartle, Isham

[54;55℄

. As a result, we

obtain a Hilbert spae formulation with wave funtions for topologies and

self onjugate operators for topologies with natural orthogonality. Di�erently

from the usual quantum theory, a probabilisti interpretation will be possible

only for some ases of vetors and observables. The most interesting new

feature that arises is due to the new role of time|it is the breakdown of

the superseletion rule for time, resulting in appearane of superpositions of

vetors for di�erent moments of time!

And now let us proeed to more formal material.

10.1 The Topologial Lattie for Three Points.

We begin with a brief review of prinipal de�nitions. Let X be an arbitrary

set. A topology on X is a olletion � of subsets of X, alled open, suh that

T

1

) 0; X 2 � ;

T

2

)8A; B 2 � ) A \ B 2 � ;

T

3

) 8 A

j;

j 2 J , [ A

j

2 � ;

where J is an arbitrary index set.

The topologies on X are partially ordered: � is said to be weaker than �

(denoted � � � ) if any set A � X, open in � is open in � ,

8A � X;A 2 � ) A 2 � :

Here we restrit ourselves to a ase where the set X has only 3 elements .

For topographial simpliity we use the following brief notation for topologies.

Let X = fa; b; g then istead of f0; fag; fbg; fa; bg; fa; b; ggwe shall write

ab(ab):
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For instane,

a(ab) denotes f0; fag; fa; bg; fa; b; gg;

a(b) denotes f0fag; fb; g; fa; b; gg

An important property of the lattie � (3) (see Hasse diagramm in our

publiation

[7℄

) is its nondistributivity. To see this, take three atoms a; (a); 

of the lattie and onsider

(a _ ) ^ (a) = a(a) ^ (a) = (a);

(a ^ (a)) _ ( ^ (a)) = 0 _ 0 = 0:

In the sequel we shall work not only with atoms but also with oatoms

of � (3). There is another equivalent way to desribe topologies on X whih

uses the notion of onvergene .Namely, a sequene x

1

; :::; x

n

of elements

of X tends (or onverges) to x

0

2 X if and only if for any open set U

ontaining x

0

there is a number N suh that x

k

2 U for all k > N . When

the set X is �nite, the above de�nition beomes the following. Consider two

elements x

1;

x

2

2 X . Then, x

1

! x

2

if x

1

belongs to the smallest open set

ontaining x

2

. Therefore, we an speify a �nite topology by listing all pairs

of onverging points. In partiular oatomoi topologies are so strong that

they ontain only one pair of onverging points. For example, ! a means

that the topology is b(b)(a).

Another important feature of the topology lattie is the lak of negation.

That means that no operation : � ! � an be de�ned making the lattie

� orthoomplemented. For the lattie � (3) this impossibility has a simple

explanation|any �nite ortholattie must have even number of elements while

�(3) ontains 29 elements.

10.1.1 The Doubled Lattie

In order to introdue negation in our lattie we suggest the following on-

strution. Double the lattie of topologies, understanding the initial one �(3)

as orresponding to one moment of time t

1

and the seond opy, onsisting

of negations of the �rst one, orresponding to another moment t

2

:

This new role of time means that \yes" and \no"-s must be onsidered

at di�erent moments of time for topologies!

In order to make the topology lattie a struture loser to the onventional

quantum mehanial formalism, we introdue its elements by operators .In
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[7℄

this was done by introduing a ouple of linear spaes, rather than one

Hilbert spae as it is the ase in standard quantum mehanis. Here we shall

apply the dupliation proedure to the lattie �(3) in order to represent its

elements by operators in a Hilbert spae.

So, the doubled lattie L will have the form of the horizontal sum (for

details see

[52℄

) lattie � (3) and �(3)

op

(where (:)

op

means the order reversed

lattie (see also

[52℄

). Let us desribe this proedure in more detail.The lattie

�(3)

op

is built from � (3) by reverting it: the smallest element 0 beomes the

greatest one and so on. To distinguish the elements of �(3) and �(3)

op

we

denote the elements of the latter as a; (ab); (b! ), and so on.

The next step is to form the horizontal sum � (3)� � (3)

op

. It is done by

putting these latties together (no pair of elements from di�erent parts are

omparable), and then identifying their greatest and least elements:

0 = 1; 1 = 0

There are atoms in the lattie (there is only 0 below them) and oatoms

(there is only 1 above them). In � (3)

op

, atoms are negations of oatoms and

oatoms are negations of atoms. So, generally if the number of points is larger

than 3 the lattie �

op

an have other number of atoms than � and will be

di�erent from any lattie of topologies and an orrespond to some degree of

freedom \dual " to topologial degree of freedom. The resulting lattie L now

posseses the natural negation operation: L ! L of orthoomplementation:

for any x; y 2 L,

(x _ y) = x ^ y;

x _ x = 1; x ^ x = 0:

However in the ase when � (3) is the topology lattie ,L being orthoom-

plemented is not orthomodular.The orthomodularity law

a � b) a _ (a

0

^ b)

is violated. Here the point is used for the omplement.That is why L =

�(3) + �(3)

op

is not a quantum logi.The struture of L an be visualised as

two opies of the original Hasse digramm put together and having ommon

greatest and least elements.

10.1.2 Some Basi Features of the Matrix Representation of the

Doubled Topologies Lattie.

In our paper with R .R. Zapatrin

[52℄

a formalism has been introdued, where

the elements of the doubled lattie of topologies are representedby 12-dimensional
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matries. As it is known, elements of the quantum logial lattie are repre-

sented by self onjugate projetors in Hilbert spae. Similar onstrution was

made by us for topologies. A 12-dimensional Hilbert spae was onstruted

with the salar produt de�ned by the \sandwih matrix "of the doubled lat-

tie. Eah element of the lattie is then represented by some 12-dimensional

Hermitean matrix. It was found the algorithm for lattie operations _;^

whih due to lak of modularity of the lattie is di�erent from the ase of

quantum logial latties.

Now, when the elements of the lattie L are represented as projetors

in H one an investigate the well known quantum mehanial formula for

transition probability,

Pr(�;  ) = j < �;  > j

2

:

A new feature of the system was found: if u; v are orthogonal atomi

properties, then the Kolmogorovian law for the probabilisti interpretation

holds if and only if the state of the system is their superposition,

 = k

1

u+ k

2

v:

But this superposition is a superposition of vetors taken at di�erent

moments of time! It follows that the superseletion rule for time is broken

for our system, whih makes it di�erent from standard quantum mehanial

systems.

11 Everett-Wheeler-DeWitt and Histories Ap-

proah Interpretations of Quantum Physis

And now we shall briey omment the problem of time in other than Copen-

hagen interpretation of quantum physis. Whe shall onentrate on the

Everett-Wheeler-De Witt interpretation and in the histories approah.The

original idea of Everett

[56℄

was to use only one type of time evolution in

quantum physis instead of the usual two kinds of evolution, the one due

to measurement and the other due to Shr�odinger evolution. For this, one

uses the idea of \existene" of many Universes, where all potentialities for

any quantum system are realized. This ensemble of in�nite number of Uni-

verses evolves aording to Shr�odinger equation. However, the observer has

relation with only one of the opies of his Universe. At di�erent moments
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of time this observer an \identify " himself with di�erent opies of himself

existing in di�erent worlds and this, he interprets as the ollapse of the wave

funtion and indeterminism.

Really, at the other moment he deals with a di�erent \past " evolving

due to Shr�odinger evolution to his new present. As J. Bell one said

[17℄

,

in this interpretation one deals with a \many pasts" existene. However, as

Everett himself was the �rst to see, an important role in this interpretation is

played by the \memory" of the observer desribed by lassial or quasilas-

sial physis. In other ase, memory ould be erazed when going from one

\world" to the other. But in this we again, reognize the di�erene between

the \lasial language " of the observer and the quantum world. Absene

of the observable manifestation of \other worlds ", makes this interpretation

rather disputable.However if our Universe is really in�nite and in it all quan-

tum potentialities are somewhere realized, than this interpretation probably

an help us to �nd some unity between quantum physis and osmology.

Another strategy to have only \one" evolution is the \histories " ap-

proah.

The main objet of the approah is history, whih is a time ordered

(t

1

< t

2

< ::: < t

n

) onjuntion of properties de�ned by the observables

fA

1;

A

2;:::

A

n

g. The properties do not need to be ompatible. It is to histories

that probabilities are asigned. To see how this is done, we �rst assume that:

a) the initial state of the quantum system at time t

0

(< t

1

) is given by the

density matrix � (in the Heisenberg representation) and

b) the spetrum of eah observable A

i

, represented by the operators A

i

(t

i

)

is divided into a omplete family of disjoint sets D

�

i

i

.

Given the set f�

i

g we de�ne a history U by the time ordered sequene of

properties,

U = fP

�

1

1

(t

1);

P

�

2

2

(t

2

); :::P

�

n

n

(t

n

)g

The joint probabilty for �nding all the properties in an appropriate se-

quene of measurements is alled theprobability of the history and is given

by

p

U

= Tr(P

�

n

n

(t

n

):::P

�

2

2

(t

2

)P

�

1

1

(t

1

)�P

�

1

1

(t

1

):::P

�

n

n

(t

n

))

This equation is the well known Wigner's formula for the probabilities.

By varying the set f�

i

gwe obtain a omplete family of histories.

The probabilities of histories are additive for disjoint properties ouring

at the same time. The probabilities of a larger history is the sum of the

probabilities for the more detailed ones entering it.
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However ,additivity is not satis�ed by all omplete families of histories,

sine the probabilities for histories must be onsistent with the quantum ad-

ditivity of amplitudes. The ondition is expressed by the so alled onsisteny

onditions �rst found by GriÆts in 1984

[℄

. Gell-Mann and Hartle presented

the onsisteny onditions as

TrfP

�

n�1

n�1

(t

n�1

):::P

�

1

1

(t

1

)�P

�

0

1

1

(t

1

):::P

�

0

n�1

n�1

(t

n�1

)g = 0;

where the sequene f�

i

gis di�erent from the sequene f�

0

i

g; (i = 1; :::n� 1):

These are suÆient onditions, the neessary onditions were found by

GriÆts

[57℄

and Omnes

[58℄

. Histories satisfying the onsisteny onditions are

said to be onsistent histories.All other histories are said to be inonsistent.

To onsistent histories we an give yes�no values and say that they are!

If properties are ompatible, then they are onsistent with respet to every

initial state. This is the situation one has in lassial physis. An interesting

feature of the approah is that for speial states there may be properties

that are onsistent but not ompatible! An example of onsisteny is when

the state is a probabilisti mixture of pure states j'

i

> with weights w

i

and one has projetors P

i

on these states and arbitrary projetors Q

j

. The

probabilities of onjuntions, taken in order are

p(P

i

Q

j

P

i

) = w

i

< '

i

jQ

j

j'

i

> :

However despite of some interesting and new insights "histories approah

" is not equivalent to the standard quantum mehanis. This inequivalene

from the point of view of our researh, shows some properties of time due

to \beoming ", making impossible to treat real history as some \existing "

objet! We reall here here the ritiisms given in our book

[2℄

. One of them,

is the Kent's result that for �nite dimensional Hilbert spae there always

exists some �nite number, suh that qantum indeterminism disappears after

making some �nite number of measurements. After that, the determinism is

restored. Surely for any spin system when in�nite number of nonommuting

observables an be measured freely and lead to random results suh a prop-

erty does not exist in standard quantum mehanis. So, histories approah

in a sense presupposes some \tenseless" existene of either of events forming

the history or history as a whole desribed by some \truth" funtion, but

these assumptions ontradit \potentiality " existene of qantum properties

in the standard quantum physis in its Copenhagen interpretation!
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12 Conlusion.

And now let us present some onlusions .Our review of properties of time in

Relativity and Quantum Physis is rather \inhomogeneous". We resumed a

lot, when dealing with well known features of time in lassial and statistial

mehanis, as well as in lassial Speial and General Relativity. The reason

for that is that this material is desribed in many di�erent books on time

in physis. We only stressed some speial points, espeially those where

personal opinion of the author was expressed. Muh attention was given to

the role of time in Quantum Physis based on the author's quantum logial

version of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum physis. Quantum

gravity and quantum topology as well as the time mahine problem were

disussed. Resuming one an say the following.

In lassial physis time is present as parametri time, whih is not muh

di�erent from spae. It is in quantum physis that time beomes present in

its two manifestations:

1. In measurement proess, when something \new "and unpreditible an

arise (or \beome").

2. In parametri form like in lassial physis when Shr�odinger evolution

takes plae.

3. \Movement in time "ours beause of the di�erene between the Non

Boolean struture of the physial world and Boolean logi of the observer.

4. Minisuperspae quantization of gravity leads to the idea that the

\parametri time " an be introdued only in the quasilassial domain, and

exists only for some speial quasilassial wave funtion of the Universe.

However time due to \measurement proess " must exist even for this model,

if nonommuting observables for quantum gravity in the anonial formalism

are to be measured. However the parameter introdued by a Boolean observer

for this ase as time will not oinide with the lassial time parameter. The

last possibility leading to the identi�ation of the \quantum measurement

time " and lassial parametri time arises only in the quasilassial limit.

5. Booleazation proedure of the non Boolean lattie an be used in

osmology of the early Universe to understand the origination of lassial

spae due to partile reation. This is valid however, only if a superseletion

rule for spae due to the ausal disonnetedness of the early Universe is at

work, this being the ase for times lose to the singularity of the Friedmann

Universe.

6. The time mahine problem with its paradoxes of time nonloality in
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lassial physis and nonunitarity in the quantum domain shows some inon-

sisteny between spatial parametrization of time and its intrinsi property of

\beoming". So, it seems that if a time mahine is possible than \beoming

" as property of time will be not manifested on the timeloop at all!

7. In quantum topology one an �nd a new manifestation of time, when

the neessity of existene of not one, but many moments of time ours due

to the property that the very de�nition of the system in terms of what it

\is " and what it is \ not " needs at any rate two moments of time and is

impossible for only one moment.

And to end, we want to laim that the old problem of \the time arrow "

is still with us!

Despite of the entropial quantum measurement, T -noninvariane, ele-

trodynamial and osmologial \arrows " de�ne one and the same diretion,

the problem of the di�erene between \before " and \after" as being the

same for di�erent observers is not ompletely solved, beause we still do not

understand the reason of this oinidene. .
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